
Abstract. The main issues and areas of application of photo-
thermal and optoacoustic spectroscopy are reviewed. Progress
in innovative techniques in the most actively developing areas is
presented, including microspectroscopy, multispectral techni-
ques, the measurements of single particles and objects with a
resolution better than the diffraction limit (nanoscopy) by both
optical and probe-based methods. Possible applications of
photothermal and optoacoustic spectroscopy for determining

the properties of materials, studying photochemistry and fluor-
escence, chemical reactions, and analytical and applied chemis-
try, and solving biomedical problems is discussed. Some
prospects for the development of these methods are presented.
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1. Introduction

Methods referred to as photothermal and optoacoustic
(photoacoustic) or, in general, photothermoacoustic spectro-
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scopy are one of the important areas in the development of
spectroscopy and thermal physics, as well as chemical
analysis, control, and diagnostics of natural and human-
made materials and living systems. Photothermal and
optoacoustic methods are based on the measurement and
analysis of the thermal relaxation of absorbed electromag-
netic radiation and its impactsÐ optical and acoustic
phenomena, respectively. These methods, which are classi-
fied as absorption spectroscopy techniques, feature a wide
spectrum of capabilities.

(1) First of all, they feature high sensitivity, which makes
it possible to detect single particles and molecules. Photo-
thermal and optoacoustic methods enable determination of
light absorption in liquid and solid samples at a level of down
to 10ÿ9ÿ10ÿ6 units of absorbance and substance concentra-
tions of down to 10ÿ11 M, and analysis of volumes down to
1 fL.

(2) Photothermal and optoacoustic methods provide
simultaneous determination of various parameters, primar-
ily optical and thermophysical, of the object under study, and
they also enable studying objects in a nondestructive way.

(3) Due to the constantly improving technical level,
photothermal and optoacoustic spectroscopy feature a wide
spectral range, from the far ultraviolet (UV) to the far
infrared (IR) regions.

(4) Photothermal and optoacoustic methods are charac-
terized by a spatial resolution that can be higher than the
diffraction limit, which resulted in the development of
microscopy, microspectroscopy, and nanoscopy methods.

(5) Photothermal and optoacoustic spectroscopy tech-
niques can be used for a wide range of compounds for almost
all complex objects. In recent years, the trend has been to
apply these methods to such objects as complex heteroge-
neous condensed systems, for which application of alternative
methods for determining optical and thermal parameters
in situ and in vivo is either difficult or impossible.

Photothermal and optoacoustic spectroscopy is increas-
ingly in demand in materials science, in solving biomedical
and complex photonics problems, and in chemical and
microscopic analysis of complex objects, and standards of
studies are constantly being enhanced. This progress is
accompanied by an increase in the number of applied and
combined solutions. Recent developments include instru-
ments and methods for applied materials science, clinical
diagnostics and theranostics (simultaneous diagnostics and
therapy under the same exposure conditions), and chemical
microanalysis.

In recent years, quite a few monographs or separate
chapters in monographs have been devoted to the considered
methods [1±8], and a large number of reviews [9±35] have been
published. This review differs from previous publications for
several reasons. Attention was focused in those studies on the
basics of phenomena and processes or the parameters of
instruments and their types and a description of the main
established areas of use and objects studied. More specialized
reviews [9±11, 14, 15, 17, 36±38] are devoted to specific
applications of individual methods: detection, monitoring,
nondestructive testing, preclinical and clinical diagnostics,
etc. or to certain objects of special interest.

The goal of this review is to generalize to some extent the
capabilities of photothermal and optoacoustic spectroscopy
described above. However, we do not consider here in detail the
basics of the methods or their most widespread applicationsÐ
all these topics are covered in reviews andmonographs [1±3, 5, 9±

16, 18±20, 36]. On the contrary, based on the breakthrough
achievements made lately in optoacoustic tomography, multi-
spectral imaging, nanoscopy, photothermal probe spectroscopy,
andother areas and approaches,we consider theprospects for the
development of photothermal and optoacoustic spectroscopy,
including those in materials science, chemistry, and biomedicine.

Finally, many of the reviews published to date refer either
to the underlying physics of photothermal and optoacoustic
phenomena or often to specific solutions to biomedical and
clinical problems. However, the chemical sciences, by their
very nature, underlie multidisciplinary research in this area.
One more focus of this review is physical and analytical
chemistry, as sciences oriented to achieving key goals of the
development of natural sciences and which employ research
technology (methodology) and rely on state-of-the-art instru-
mental research capabilities.

2. Photothermal and optoacoustic spectroscopy:
a brief description

Both photothermal and optoacoustic spectroscopy are based
on the detection and analysis of thermally induced changes in
a sample in the process of its interaction with electromagnetic
radiation. These methods are based on nonradiative transi-
tions of excited molecules caused by the absorbed part of the
radiation that passes through the sample (photothermal
effects) and their consequences, which are thermooptical and
optoacoustic phenomena (Fig. 1). Photothermal and optoa-
coustic spectroscopy complement other, primarily highly
sensitive, methods of molecular absorption spectroscopic
analysis based on the transmission or reflection of electro-
magnetic radiation. Moreover, photothermal and optoacous-
tic methods are less affected by light scattering, since
photothermal effects are only due to absorbed radiation.

In addition, photothermal and optoacoustic spectroscopy
is also classified as thermophysical research methods, since
the effects explored are related to heat distribution and,
therefore, depend on the thermophysical parameters of the
test sample. Thus, photothermal and optoacoustic methods
are used to obtain information about thermal conductivity,
thermal diffusivity, heat capacity, specific heat, thermal
expansion coefficient, viscosity, etc. These methods also
make it possible to obtain the excitation spectra of photo-
thermal properties, the so-called thermal spectra, of the
objects under study [39, 40].

This dual nature of photothermal and optoacoustic
spectroscopy enables the simultaneous measurement of
several signals, which depend on the optical and thermal
properties of the object under examination in a different way.
Moreover, photothermal methods are superior in sensitivity
to both purely optical and purely thermal methods, since they
are based on the interdependence of changes in optical and
thermal properties, which together contribute to an increase
in sensitivity [41].

Finally, the methods of photothermal and optoacoustic
spectroscopy are applicable to both bulk-absorbing and
surface-absorbing samples, as well as to layered and dis-
cretely absorbing materials. An important characteristic of
many of these methods is the possibility of depth profiling by
changing the chopper frequency (or pulse repetition rate) of
the excitation radiation, which leads to different depths of
thermal wave propagation in the object under study.

Since the source of excitation of photothermal and
optoacoustic effects is often a laser whose beam can be focused
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up to awavelength-limited space (diffraction limit), most of the
corresponding methods are implemented as microscopic,
imaging, or microspectroscopic techniques (see Section 3).

Photothermal methods are classified according to the
result of photothermal excitation during heating, which is
due to energy absorption and subsequent thermal relaxation
(see Fig. 1). This leads to the following processes in the entire
sample or in its surface (subsurface) layers: (1) the photo-
thermal generation of thermal waves; (2) the formation of an
inhomogeneous spatial temperature field (profile), which
manifests itself as a refractive index or density field
(thermooptical effects and thermooptical methods of photo-
thermal spectroscopy); (3) the emission of secondary radia-
tion by the heated surface of the sample (photothermal
radiometry methods).

The optoacoustic effect was discovered by J Bell in gases
more than 100 years ago. The current stage in the develop-
ment of optoacoustic spectroscopy (OAS) began with the
emergence of laser excitation sources. Since the 1980s, OAS
has been used for condensed media, since the physical
foundations of the optoacoustic effect have been developed
for such media [42, 43]. Many of the OAS methods are quite
simple and are characterized by a wide linear range of signals,
short measurement times, and small volumes of test samples
[6]. Similar to transmission spectroscopy, there are two main
types of OAS implementation. The first technique is single-
wavelength or scanning spectrometry based on lasers or
lamps operating in the near UV, visible, and near IR ranges.
The second option is the use of OAS in IR interferometers.
Very often, in describing OAS capabilities, only laser-induced
variants are indicated; however, the capabilities of OAS-
FTIR spectroscopy are no less significant [6, 37]. OAS is
applicable to objects in any state of aggregation.

Photothermal spectroscopy (PTS) is based on other effects
of the thermal relaxation of absorbed energy (see Fig. 1). The
term `photothermal spectroscopy' is the common name for a
fairly large number of methods. Thermooptical PTS methods
are usually classified according to the action (or shape) of a
spatial profile resembling a certain optical element [1], i.e., a
thermooptical element (thermal lens, thermal mirror, thermal
diffraction grating, etc.). 1

The use of thermooptical methods is based on the fact
that the characteristic parameter of a thermooptical
element (e.g., the thermal lens strength) is directly propor-
tional to the light absorption parameters of the sample
and, consequently, to the concentration and absorption
coefficient of the compound under study. Similar to OAS,
although to a lesser extent, the thermooptical signal is less
dependent on light scattering than in the case of transmis-
sion spectroscopy. Photothermal methods are considered
to be more sensitive than most OAS methods. The linearity
of the PTS signal (usually spanning about three orders of
magnitude) is comparable to that in conventional transmis-
sion measurements and is narrower than in optoacoustic
measurements due to the nonlinear nature of the para-
meters of optical elements used as approximation models
for linear signals, which depend on absorbance or con-
centration [1].

Thermal lens spectrometry (TLS) is the most common
photothermal method for studying liquid media and is used
more often than other PTS methods in applied and analytical
chemistry [1, 4]. Thermal relaxation leads to an inhomoge-
neous spatial profile of the refractive index in the sample,
acting as a lens (thermal lens effect). Its optical power is
proportional to the absorption of the sample and, conse-
quently, to the absorber concentration and absorptive
capability.

For solid samples in the optical and infrared ranges,
photothermal deflection spectroscopy (PDS) is the most
common among thermooptical methods [1, 44±47]. Modu-
lated or pulsed photothermal heating of a sample with a flat
surface leads to thermal relaxation, which creates a tempera-
ture field and thermal waves not only in the sample itself but
also in the so-called contact medium (air, purge gas, or contact
liquid) above it. As a result, a refractive index gradient arises
in this medium, which in turn leads to the deflection of the
probe beam that propagates in the contact medium parallel to
the sample surface (mirage effect) or at a certain angle to the
sample (photothermal mirror) [48]. Themagnitude of the effect
is related to the absorptivity and thermal properties (heat
capacity, thermal conductivity) of the surface and the ambient
medium. In addition to high sensitivity, the advantage of PDS
spectroscopy is that, in most cases, it is not necessary to
prepare the surface of complex samples. Minimal sample
preparation, which consists of a slight grinding, enhances the
sensitivity and makes it possible to avoid spectral reflection
effects [1, 44, 49, 50].

Photothermal radiometry (PTR) is used to study the
absorption of surfaces and layered objects [1, 2]. Partial
absorption of modulated or pulsed laser radiation leads to

Optoacoustic
(photoacoustic)
spectroscopy

Absorption of radiation

Increase in temperature (T )

Photoinduced processes

Fluorescence

Emission of secondary
radiation

Refractive
index

Change in pressure (P)
Acoustic
waves

Photothermal
radiometry

Thermooptical
spectroscopy

Figure 1. (Color online.) General layout of the formation of photothermal and optoacoustic processes and competing processes.

1 The term thermooptical is used more frequently for methods of measure-

ment and analysis, while phototermal is used for phenomena. Thus, a

general term for the group of methods under consideration is `thermo-

optical spectroscopy,' and the names of particular methods should include

the word `photothermal,' since they include the name of a phenomenon,

for example, `photothermal deflection spectroscopy.' For historical

reasons, an exception is the term `thermal lens', although, in this case,

the term `phototermal lens' would be more correct.
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thermal waves. A photothermally sample excited emits
secondary IR radiation due to thermal relaxation, which is
detected by an IR detector. The amount of energy emitted is
proportional to the absorption coefficient of the sample. In
PTR, the rate of signal development is much higher than in
other photothermal methods, explained by the fact that the
development of surface deformation and the temperature
gradient in the environment requires significant time in
comparison with the thermal relaxation time.

The advantages of PTR are remote sensing, simple design
of the experimental setup, and high spatial and time
resolution (10ÿ6ÿ10ÿ5 s, down to 10ÿ8ÿ10ÿ7 s for pulsed
methods) [2, 14, 51±54]. The lateral spatial resolution of the
PTR is determined by the focusing of the excitation radiation
and does not differ from that in other optoacoustic and
photothermal methods. Similar to OAS and PDS spectro-
scopy, the thermal diffusion length of a material characterizes
the limiting depth of penetration of a thermal wave down to
which PTR is effective. The time resolution of the method is
determined by the response of the secondary radiation
recorded by a thermal or infrared detector and is limited by
its response time. In general, the PTR parameters enable
using this method to obtain absorption spectra of intermedi-
ate products and to monitor fast processes [55±58].

Photothermal and optoacoustic methods are also divided
into two main categories: contactless, which use a remote
detection system, and contact, when the sample is in direct
contact with the detection system [48].

In addition to stationary signals that correspond to the
establishment of thermal equilibrium, the transient para-
meters of the formation and dissipation of induced thermal
fields and waves are of importance for the phenomena under
consideration, due to which time-resolved measurements are
fundamentally important. In the first approximation, the
signal amplitude in photothermal spectroscopy is propor-
tional to the light absorption, and the rate of signal variation
is determined by the thermophysical properties of the object
under study and its dynamic characteristics, primarily
thermal diffusivity and thermal effusivity.

As in other areas of spectroscopy, photothermal and
optoacoustic methods can be classified according to the
method applied to study the thermal response as a function
in the time domain or in the frequency domain [59]. In many
measurement options, evanescent thermal waves are also
employed, which are used to calculate the light absorption
and/or thermophysical parameters of an object. This variant
of measurements in the frequency domain is referred to as the
spatial domain of PTS (spatial-domain photothermics) [60,
61]. In general, due to the difference in characteristic times,
the main information depends on the process examination
times. As a result, photothermal methods can be classified
according to the characteristic times of the main probe
process.

The first group includes methods based on fast (micro-
second or smaller time scales) photothermal phenomena,
such as PTR, the method of time-resolved photothermally
induced thermal diffraction grating [62±64], the method of
impulsive stimulated thermal scattering (ISTS) [65±67], and
other heterodyne methods (see Section 3.4.2). Typically, the
detectors used in these methods are coherent and operate in
the time domain. These methods are applied to study charge
transfer dynamics [68, 69], thermoelastic properties [65], and
ultrafast heat transfer in the interior of nanoparticles (NPs)
[70±72].

The second group of methods includes TLS and PDS,
which correspond to the establishment of a stationary state or
transient measurements on scales ranging from several
milliseconds to several seconds. The time resolution of these
methods is limited from below by the characteristic time of
propagation of the sound wave outside the irradiated area
[58]. Detection in suchmethodsmost often corresponds to the
frequency domain. These relatively slow photothermal
methods are used to study established equilibria, estimate
the thermal macroparameters of liquids, obtain spectra, and
study heat transfer between dispersed medium phases and,
thus, the thermophysical parameters of an object as a whole
[73, 74].

Since all the methods based on the absorption of
electromagnetic radiation by complex objects involve spec-
tral interferences, an important role in photothermal and
optoacoustic spectroscopy is played by differential methods,
which make it possible to reduce the effect of interfering
signals. The implementation of these methods depends on
whether they operate in the frequency or time domain. In
amplitude-based and slow methods, such as TLS, the
differential measurement option is based on background
signal compensation. In this variant, a cell with a reference
sample is placed before the waist of the excitation laser. A
thermal lens is formed in the cell, the signal of which is
proportional to the sum of light absorption of all components
responsible for the background signal. The signal in the
second (main) cell located at the same distance, but after the
excitation beam waist, is determined by the light absorption
of both the target component and the background. As a
result, the focusing action of the thermal lens in the first cell
compensates for the broadening of the probe beam, which
occurs due to the absorption of the components responsible
for the background signal in the second cell [75±81]; then, the
resulting signal only depends on the absorption of the
analyzed component in the second cell. The considered
differential variant is rarely used directly in TLS, but it has
primarily acquired significance in correlation photothermal
spectroscopy (see Section 3.4.3), where the local signal in the
sample under study, caused by photothermally excitedNPs, is
measured relative to the signal of the reference volume, which
contains no particles.

3. Photothermal and optoacoustic
microscopy and microspectroscopy

With the progress in technologies, the instrumental and
methodological potential of photothermal and optoacoustic
spectroscopy is constantly growing, and the employment of
thesemethods is becomingmore andmore associated with the
study of objects for which other methods intended to
determine both optical and thermophysical parameters
encounter difficulties. At present, the development of photo-
thermal and optoacoustic spectroscopy methods is aimed at
studying and analyzing heterogeneous condensed media with
a complex composition [1, 5]. The importance of PTS and
OAS as the methods of research and analysis in materials
science, chemistry, and biomedicine is growing, which is
reflected both in the increase in the total number of
publications (the number of articles per year has almost
tripled over the past five to seven years) and in the
increasingly wide application of these methods in biopho-
tonics, microspectroscopy, imaging, the spectral analysis of
surfaces, and micro- and nanofluidics [1, 4, 29, 31, 82±89].
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In this section, we briefly summarize the achievements
and directions of development, which pertain to either
relatively new methods of photothermal and optoacoustic
spectroscopy or the most rapidly developing areas. Unfortu-
nately, it is not possible to describe all areas with a sufficiently
high degree of detail in even the most extensive review or a
monograph. Therefore, we focused in Sections 3.1±3.5 on the
areas mainly related to microscopy: photothermal and
optoacoustic microspectroscopy, multispectral methods,
and measurements of single particles and objects with a
spatial resolution above the diffraction limit (nanoscopy),
including both optical and probe methods.

3.1 Photothermal microscopy
Photothermal microscopy, or microspectroscopy, which is
used to image samples of nonfluorescent substances down to
the size of individual clusters, nanoparticles (NPs), or
molecules without the use of labels, exhibits the highest
sensitivity among all methods based on optical absorption
[90±93]. Microspectroscopic photothermal methods make it
possible to obtain high-resolution images of living tissues [90,
92], cells [94, 95], single NPs, and their aggregates [45, 93].
Confocal photothermal microscopy (PTM) versions [91, 96±
98] (see Section 3.1.1) feature ultrahigh resolution due to the
combined use of optical and thermal images, the resolution of
which is determined by the characteristic rates of nonradia-
tive heat transfer and the time resolution of measurements

[91, 96, 99]. Thus, PTS provides imaging of both thermal and
optical properties of a sample with submicrometer resolution
[1, 100±103].

3.1.1 Thermal lens microscopy and confocal thermal lens
microscopy. In thermal lens microscopy (TLM), as well as in
its macro version, thermal lens spectrometry, the signal is the
spatial distribution of the amplitude and phase of the probe
beam [12, 104]. The signal formation method in and the
theoretical basis of TLS and TLM are largely similar [25, 94,
96, 105±109]. Lately, the target objects for TLM are
biological fluids, proteins, cells, and NPs used in therapy
and theranostics. For example, blood components were
studied using TLM [83], and various components were
determined ex vivo in a single cell at low concentrations
[110]. A quantitative analysis of DNA hybridization in situ
due to the difference in light absorption of single- and double-
stranded DNA on Au NPs in volumes of the order of several
femtoliters in a microfluidic chip has been demonstrated (see
below in this section and in Section 8). For concentrations of
50±500 nM, detection limits of 30 nM have been achieved.
The smallest detectable amount of DNA was 3 zmol
(3� 10ÿ21 mol) at a measurement time of 5 min; the relative
standard deviation of the measurements was 2±3% [111].
TLMmakes it possible to study the features of reactions at the
level of nanogram amounts of reactants and can be combined
with microflow analysis methods (microflow injection analy-
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Figure 2. (Color online.) Photothermal (PT) microscopy signal from ultra-high-resolution imaging (PTM) of gold nanostructures. (a) Transmission
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permission, # 2013 John Wiley and Sons.)
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sis, microfluidic electrophoresis, and microchromatography)
and, in general, with integrated microanalysis systems
(microfluidic systems) [12, 104, 112, 113]. The main advan-
tage of TLM over fluorescent methods is the absence of the
need to derivatize most of the studied substances into
fluorophores.

Similar to confocal variants of most other optical
methods, the maximum signal in confocal photothermal
microscopy corresponds to an object in the probe beam
waist [97, 98]. However, in photothermal microscopy, the
probe beam interacts not with the object itself, as is the case in
fluorescence microscopy or Raman microscopy [114], but
with a photothermally excited refractive index field around
the absorbing object, i.e., with a nanosized thermal lens
(nanolens) [93, 115]. The most important feature of confocal
photothermal microscopy is a nonlinear effect, i.e., a
significant (by a factor of 10±50) signal amplification for
high radiation fluences due to nanobubbles formed around
photothermally excited nanoobjects [99, 116, 117]. The
nonlinear optical response is explained by the significant
difference between the refractive indices of the bubble and
the environment [118, 119]. The lifetime of a photothermal
nanobubble depends on heating and power fluence and, for
pulsed excitation with a duration of about 10 ns, ranges from
100±200 ns to 300±1000 ns for larger bubbles (1±3 mm in
diameter) [117]. An important feature of this nonlinear
photothermal effect is that the light absorption or concentra-
tion calibration remains linear for a certain energy range after
the onset of nonlinearity (up to fluences that are 3±5 times the
threshold for the onset of nonlinearity) [99] (Fig. 2).

3.1.2 IR microspectroscopy based on a photothermal mirror.
US-based Photothermal Spectroscopy Corp. (USA)
announced the release of the mIRrage1, an IR microscope
based on the principle of optical photothermal infrared
microspectroscopy (O-PTIR), which fills the niche of instru-
ments for thermooptical IR microscopy. Conceptually, the
method is very close to photothermal deflection and photo-
thermal mirror methods and is an implementation of their
microscale version. A tunable laser beamwith awavelength in
the mid-IR range is focused and directed to the surface under
study. Sample components in the heated zone absorb IR
radiation, which results in the formation of a photothermal
element. This element is probed by a more strongly focused
laser beam with a wavelength in the visible range, which is
collinear to the excitation beam. Owing to tunability, the
excitation source can be used for selective measurements and
recording of the spectrum. In the case of a nonuniform
distribution of IR absorbers, this method enables obtaining
images of surfaces with a resolution that depends both on the
sample microstructure and on the probe beam size. The
manufacturer claims that the method ensures submicrometer
spatial resolution.

The method has been used to analyze submicrometer
particles of atmospheric aerosols [120] and to visualize the
aggregation of amyloid proteins in studies related to
Alzheimer's disease [121]. Malignant and nonmalignant lung
cells have been studied to reveal the IR spectral differences
between these cells placed on standard glass slides, and it was
shown that O-PTIR can be used to obtain high-quality IR
spectra of cells in both the lipid area (3000±2700 cmÿ1) and
part of the fingerprint area (between 950 and 1770 cmÿ1)
[122]. The opportunities provided by nondestructive O-PTIR
analysis of works of art [123] and registration of IR spectra of

living cells with submicrometer spatial resolution, in combi-
nation with Raman spectra, have been demonstrated, thus
providing a complete set of characteristic vibrations of cell
components [124].

3.1.3 Thermal mapping. Because OAS and PTS typically
feature micrometer or nanometer spatial resolution, they
provide highly reproducible thermal mapping or thermal
imaging of complex samples. OAS and PTS are used to
detect micro- and nanosized defects in various materials,
including optical coatings [125], in particular, in bulk
heterogeneous materials [126]. The number of particles and
their size have a critical effect on the formation of the
thermooptical response of solid nanocomposite polymeric
materials [127, 128]. In using photothermal radiometry, such
measurements often enable determination of the temperature
profiles of objects over depth, e.g., for damaged skin [129,
130]. The possibilities of contactless measurement of thermal
parameters for diagnosing diseases are considered in [131].
Figure 3 shows a comparison diagram of the resolution of
dynamic thermal imaging depending on the complexity and
cost of equipment for in vivo and ex vivo diagnostics.

3.2 Optoacoustic microscopy and tomography
Currently, a significant increase in OAS research in biomedi-
cal microscopy, imaging, and tomography in vivo is being
witnessed [29±33, 84, 132±140]. A discussion of all the
material and the biological clinical part of these studies is far
beyond the scope of this review, and we confine our
consideration to only the key achievements in this area,
which shape the general directions of its development.

The penetration depth in optical microscopy for in vivo
studies in the visible range is limited to a few hundred
micrometers. Since ultrasonic scattering in tissue is weaker
than optical scattering, optoacoustic microscopy can provide
high resolution images at depths greater than other micro-
scopy methods [28, 29, 101, 114]. This advantage fundamen-
tally expands the possibilities of visualization beyond the
depth range accessible for optical microscopy, and thus
extends the scope of optoacoustic microscopy to biological
objects and preclinical and clinical diagnostics [141, 142].
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Figure 3. (Color online.) Resolution of dynamic thermal imaging (DTI)
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ex vivo conditions [131]. PPTR is pulsed photothermal radiometry, FDTI

is focal dynamic thermal imaging.
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3.2.1 Optoacoustic microscopy and mesoscopy. A key task in
optoacoustic mesoscopy is the development of multispectral
imaging and mapping (see Section 3.3.2) with a high-rate 2D
and 3D video signal, which ensures fast spectral differentia-
tion of individual light-absorbing fragments [143].
Approaches to the implementation of optoacoustic meso-
scopy have been described, including optoacoustic imaging
with acoustic resolution and broadband ultrasonic detection
[141, 144].

Optoacoustic microscopy in the mid-IR region provides
chemical and structural information about biological samples
without staining them. Typically, long wavelengths severely
limit lateral resolution due to optical diffraction; in addition,
strong water absorption in biological samples results in a high
background, low contrast, and low signal-to-noise ratio. To
overcome these limitations, the studies use confocal opto-
acoustic detection of effects excited by a pulsed UV laser with
a tunable wavelength (210±280 nm, pulse duration of 10 ns)
based on the temperature dependence of the Gr�uneisen
parameter, so-called relaxation optoacoustic spectroscopy
[145]. For cells, the method provides background-suppressed
IR images of lipids and proteins with a spatial resolution at
least an order ofmagnitude higher than the diffraction limit in
this spectral range (Fig. 4). The results of a histological study
of thick brain sections without staining are presented in [146].
Donor-acceptor conjugated heterocyclic structures operating
due to intramolecular charge transfer [147] and porphyrin-
like polymer structures in the near infrared (NIR) range,
which have an acceptable penetrating ability into tissues and a
minimal ability of photobleaching [148], have been studied.

The results of the use of functionalized Au, Pd, Bi, Ti, Fe3O4,
andCNPs have been summarized, and preclinical application
of optoacoustic microscopy for the identification of cancer
cells using bimodal mapping (imaging) in cancer therapy has
been reviewed [149].

The use of optoacoustic microscopy is not limited to
biomedicine. In forensic science, approaches to detecting
changes made to documents using a setup with a nanosecond
pulsed laser, a microphone, and a sample holder have been
studied. The signal amplitude depends on the type of writing
instrument [150].

3.2.2 Optoacoustic tomography. Optoacoustic tomography
(OAT) makes it possible to obtain multiscale multicontrast
images of living biological structures, from organelles to
individual organs [28, 151±156] (Figs 4±6). The method is
based on the optical excitation of biological tissue by a light
beam of a pulsed laser to create a thermal and acoustic
nanosecond-long pulse [151, 157]. The absorption of the
pulse causes an increase in the temperature of DT and,
consequently, an initial increase in pressure p0 � bDT=k due
to thermoelastic expansion, where b is the thermal expansion
coefficient and k is the isothermal compressibility. An
increase in temperature of 1 mK results in an increase in
pressure of approximately 0.8 kPa, which is above the noise
level of a typical ultrasonic transducer. Ultrasonic waves are
received by a spatial array of acoustic detectors to form three-
dimensional images. In describing the propagation of an
optoacoustic wave, a tissue sample is considered a biomecha-
nical system that supports the propagation of mechanical
perturbations from one point to another, while, in describing
visualization, it is considered a hydrostatic thermodynamic
system [158]. The method provides a high signal-to-noise
ratio without thermal damage to the tissue. Various imple-
mentation options allow scaling the spatial resolution of the
method with the required imaging depth in tissues, while
maintaining a high depth-to-resolution ratio. As a rule, the
spatial resolution is about 1/200 of the image depth, which
can be as large as 7 cm. The method provides anatomical,
functional, metabolic, molecular, and genetic contrasts of the
vascular system, hemodynamics, oxygen metabolism, bio-
markers, and gene expression [28, 31, 101, 132, 134, 136, 138,
151, 154, 155, 159±161].

Optoacoustic endoscopy is a minimally invasive tool for
visualizing internal organs and tissues. Available solutions
provide visualization of the vascular system along the
esophagus and intestines using an in vivo 3.8 mm endoscope
with a pulsed laser (wavelength 584 nm); three-dimensional
imaging has been demonstrated [162]. The simultaneous use
of optoacoustic and ultrasound imaging in an integrated
endoscopic scheme (Nd:YLF pulsed laser, wavelength of
562 nm) has been reported [163]. Using this method, images
of plaque in large arteries [164], uterine mucosa [165], and the
brain during monitoring of its activity [166] have been
obtained.

The optoacoustic Doppler technique is suitable for mea-
surements in living tissues with a high spatial resolution down
to a depth of several millimeters [8, 167], including functional
diagnostics of the human brain [168]. This method enables
determination of microvascular blood flow anomalies char-
acteristic of certain diseases.

In general, OAT covers the whole range of approaches,
from optogenetics to functional methods, photostimulation,
optical dissection, multiscale imaging, microscopy, and struc-
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Figure 4. (Color online.) Visualization of mouse brain sections. Distribu-

tion of myelin (optoacoustic microscopy in the mid-IR regionÐMid-

Infra Red PhotoAcoustic Microscopy (MIR-PAM)) in sections 300 mm
thick (a) of the brain and (b) of the cerebellum (restrosplenial cortex part

of brain (RC)). Distribution of myelin in the brain, an enlarged image of

area I, shown in Fig. a: (c) MIR-PAM, (d) ultraviolet localized opto-

acoustic microscopy (Ultraviolet-Localized MIR-PAM (ULM-PAM)),

(e) optoacoustic (PA) histological image, (f) histological image after

staining with Luxol Fast Blue (LFB). Distribution of myelin in the

cerebellum, an enlarged view of area II, shown in Fig. b: (g) MIR-PAM,

(h) ULM-PAM (AB is the arbor vitae, G is the granular layer of the

cerebellar cortex), (i) optoacoustic histological image, (j) histological

image after LFB staining. In optoacoustic histological images, green

color corresponds to myelin and violet corresponds to nucleic acids. In

histological images stained with LFB, myelin is shown in blue, and dark

blue indicates nucleic acids [146].
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tural imaging (hemodynamic, multiphoton, time multiplexing,
multiplane microscopy, optoacoustic imaging, near-IR spec-
troscopy, and the creation of miniature neuroimaging devices
for monitoring brain activity) [28, 138, 154, 157, 158, 160, 169].

3.3 Multispectral methods
Despite significant development, PTS and OAS often imply
the use of nontunable lasers to generate photothermal and
optoacoustic effects. For example, single-wavelength meas-
urements provide a high speed of measurements, and they
are expedient when the main chromophore (e.g., hemoglo-
bin or markers for biomedical images) and its absorption
characteristics are known or when establishing the thermo-
physical parameters of media [30±32, 84]. Single-wave
versions of OAS and PTS are also used to determine
thermal parameters of homogeneous solid materials or to
study processes in solutions if a stable and sufficiently
powerful excitation without wavelength tuning is required,
for which lasers are most often used. However, single-wave
measurements have a very significant drawback for an
increasing number of problems precisely because of the
lack of spectral information about the sample. Variants of
multispectral measurements, which use simultaneous or
sequential excitation of photothermal and optoacoustic
phenomena at various wavelengths (see Fig. 6), are becom-
ing common practice [28, 135, 136, 160, 170±173]. The
number of wavelengths in the methods under considera-
tion, primarily in their microversions, is constantly increas-
ing. This has already led to the emergence of multispectral
OAS [88, 174], in particular, multispectral optoacoustic
tomography [135, 138, 141, 175]. This trend is very similar

to that in the development of multispectral methods in
fluorescence microspectroscopy and Raman microspectro-
scopy, which eventually led to a principal breakthrough in
the measurements capabilities and the development of
hyperspectral methods [155, 176, 177].

In addition, today's progress in technologies has led to the
active introduction into practice of less complex photother-
mal and optoacoustic measurements of optical parametric
oscillators (OPOs), quantum-cascade lasers, and superconti-
nuum sources. The stability of nonlaser sources made it
possible to develop instruments on their basis. In IR spectro-
scopy, both optoacoustic and photothermal measurements
based on continuous heat sources have already been imple-
mented. Owing to the advantages of PTS and OAS listed
above, they are now as versatile as optical and IR absorption
transmission spectroscopy, while maintaining the high
sensitivity and precision of PTS and OAS, since stable high-
quality laser sources and highly sensitive detectors are used
for probe.

3.3.1 Nonlaser thermal-lens spectroscopy of continuous spec-
trum (white light). Continuous spectrum sources can be used
to generate photothermal effects in the visible range. In this
case, either a Gaussian distribution of radiation intensity is
generated in the initial beam using a spatial filter or a cell is
used, in which a temperature profile is established due to a
significant difference between the thermal conductivity of its
material and the liquid under study [178±181]. For example,
the replacement of the excitation laser in a thermal lens
spectrometer by a halogen lamp with interference filters
provides a tunable and close to monochromatic source in a
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Figure 5. (Color online.) Longitudinal optoacoustic imaging of a subcutaneous tumor expressed withAGP1 (Alpha-1-AcidicGlycoprotein), (a) 3D image

of the tumor (green) surrounded by vasculature in the skin and underlyingmuscle tissue (red) obtained on the 21st day after inoculation. The tumor area is

manually segmented for visual clarity. The dotted lines indicate the tissue volume fromwhich cross-sectional image datasets were obtained. (b) Intensities

of different optoacoustic images for the background and tumor regions calculated from longitudinal images obtained from five experimental animals.

Boxes show medians and 25th and 75th percentiles; error bars represent 10th and 90th percentiles; dashed-dotted line shows the mean value. Paired

t-criterion for determining the statistical significance of differences in paired measurements yields p � 0:008, i.e., the signal for all measured image

datasets is significantly higher than the background signal. (c±e) Peak intensity projections of x±z cross-sectional image sets obtained on day 14, day 21,

and day 28 after inoculation. (f±h) Projections of the maximum intensity of x±z differential images of the distribution of AGP1-expressing tumor cells.

Scale bars in panels c±h correspond to 1 mm; color scale shows normalized brightness of the differential image. Image acquisition time is 1.5 hours [175].
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wavelength range of 430±710 nm. A cell for a sample with an
optical path length of 1 mm combined with an interference
filter form an optical cavity, which yields an additional
amplification of the signal [180], thereby enhancing the
measurement sensitivity to an absorbance level of 5� 10ÿ6.
Data are processed by a compact unit on an Arduino
platform.

Thus, a simple and compact portable instrument has been
developed, which is also suitable for field conditions. The
limit of determination of Fe(II) using 1,10-phenanthroline at
wavelength l � 510 nm is 10 mg Lÿ1, and the average
measurement precision is 4%. The versatile character of the
instrument has been demonstrated by recording the photo-
thermal spectra of Au NPs and iron(II) 1,10-phenanthroli-
nate. Study [182] presents a thermooptical microscope with
the excitation of a thermooptical element by a white-light
lamp, which makes it possible to obtain the light absorption
spectrum, including from single particles, without the use of
complex laser equipment.

Another way to implement wavelength-tunable thermal
lens measurements with nonlaser sources is to use cylindrical
channel cells. In this case, the excitation radiation passes
along the channel of a photometric cell made of a material

whose thermal conductivity is significantly higher than that of
the measured solution. As a result of the large difference in
thermal conductivity, a parabolic refractive index profile is
formed in the channel due to the uniform outflow of heat
from the irradiated sample through the channel walls [183±
186]. The spatial distribution of the refractive index, which
depends on the channel size, is a constant parameter of the
cell. This signal generation option has a number of advan-
tages. First of all, the signal is independent of source beam
parameters, and the signal is only generated due to thermal
diffusivity. In addition, the noise level is reduced due to the
absence of convective heat transfer. Another unquestionable
advantage is the cell volume down to several nanoliters,
owing to which this method is attractive for studying small
samples. To date, white-light TLS is not fully used, since the
experimental methodology has not been completely devel-
oped.

3.3.2 Multispectral optoacoustic tomography. For single-
wavelength OAS, despite its widespread use in biomedical
microscopy and imaging [28, 29, 187±189], as well as in the
thermal microscopy of materials [137], the lack of spectral
information can be a fundamental problem. This was a driver
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for the development in recent years of multispectral opto-
acoustic tomography, MSOT, based on these methods [133,
135, 190±192]. This technique combines all the capabilities of
optoacoustic microspectroscopy and tomography described
in Section 3.2 (obtaining images with a spatial resolution of
10±200 mm and high sensitivity) with those of spectral
methods (using various chromophores and labels and record-
ing spectra). This advantage makes it possible to obtain in a
noninvasive way structural, functional, metabolic, and
molecular information about physiological processes in
organs and tissues in vivo, at both the molecular and cellular
(subcellular) levels.

At the current stage, commercial MSOT platforms have
been developed that use spherical array detectors, parallel-
stream data collection, and rapidly tunable laser sources,
which ensure the collection and visualization of spectral
information from the entire volume of an object in real time
[192]. The foundation for the creation of so-called five-
dimensional (spatial three-dimensional plus multispectral plus
real-time) optoacoustic imaging is already virtually completed,
which implies unprecedentedly wide possibilities compared to
those of existing biomedical imaging methods [193].

Biomedical applications of MSOT include functional
neuroimaging, rapid tracking of the kinetics and biodistribu-
tion of agents, studies of the cardiovascular system, monitor-
ing, therapy, and evaluation of drug efficacy and their
targeted delivery, as well as molecular imaging [190, 194].
Portable optoacoustic devices provide a high level of accuracy
in clinical diagnostics for a number of indications, such as
breast and skin cancers, lymph node metastases, thyroid
conditions, and inflammatory bowel diseases [159]. Several
reviews are devoted to practical applications of MSOT [28,
136, 145, 152, 153, 160].

Companies such as TomoWave Laboratories, Inc. (USA)
and iTheraMedicalGmbH (Germany) have been established,
which offer commercial equipment for optoacoustic tomo-
graphy andMSOT as independent methods of preclinical and
clinical diagnostics and in combination with other methods,
primarily with ultrasound diagnostics. We are witnessing a
sharp increase in interest inMSOT technologies amongmajor
manufacturers of spectral and biomedical equipment.

3.4 Optical photothermal nanoscopy
Methods based on the measurement of luminescence and
light scattering are poorly applicable to nanometer-sized
particles, since the quantum yield of luminescence is often
small, and the degree of light scattering by a particle
decreases with decreasing particle size. For example, for
most particles smaller than 100 nm, luminescence and light
scattering are much weaker than light absorption [195].
Conventional methods of electron and scanning atomic
force microscopy make it possible to detect NPs, including
achieving an atomic-level resolution, but require complex
sample preparation and have limitations, e.g., in studying
biological objects [196].

Photothermal microscopy methods provide visualization
and recording of high-resolution spectra with high sensitivity.
However, there is also a limitation related to diffraction in
these optical and infrared methods. The corresponding
methods of microspectroscopy, thus, cannot be used to study
individual objects of submicrometer size; therefore, efforts
have been focused in the last 15 years on the development of
photothermal methods capable of measuring single submic-
rometer particles [38].

3.4.1 Photothermal phase contrast.One of the first techniques to
be developedwas the photothermal interference contrast method.
The interferometric detection scheme in its microscopic version
requires the division of the probe beam into the main and
reference beams [197, 198]. This differential contrast is used to
detect the photothermal effect caused by single nanosized
particles [197, 198]. The method was applied to study 5-nm
Au NPs in the bulk of polymer films [197].

Thermal lens microscopy (see Section 1.1) cannot be used
for detection in channels with a width and depth of 100 nm,
whose dimensions are smaller than the visible light wave-
length [111]. A method of thermal lens microscopy with
differential interference contrast has been proposed [112].
The channel width problem is solved in this method by
enhancing optical diffraction from the nanochannel after
light absorption, heat release, heat diffusion, and refractive
index change [199]. Heat diffusion into the microfluidic chip
substrate also contributes to the signal, allowing the detection
of nonfluorescent molecules. This method was used to
observe unlabeled protein molecules in the 21 mm� 900-nm
channel, with a detection limit of 600 molecules [200].
However, the sensitivity of the analysis is reduced for
objects smaller than 900 nm due to thermal diffusion.
Photothermal enzyme immunoassay in a 700-nm-wide
channel made it possible to detect a countable number of
protein molecules [201]. The detection of nonfluorescent
sunset yellow dye in channels about 400 nm wide has been
demonstrated. The detection limit of 5 mM corresponds to
500 molecules (0.84 zmol) in a volume of 230 aL. Reducing
the channel size to 200 nm does not impair the detection
characteristics [202].

3.4.2 Photothermal heterodyne spectroscopy and visualization.
Somewhat later, a related method was developed, photo-
thermal heterodyne spectroscopy (more correctly microspec-
troscopy), which is simpler from a technical point of view. In
this case, the photothermal effect that occurs when the
excitation beam is absorbed by a nanosized object results in
the scattering of the probe beam, which is detected as a power
fluctuation due to interference between the initial and
scattered radiation [72, 203, 204]. This method provides a
higher sensitivity than photothermal interference contrast; it
is able to detect changes in the thermophysical characteristics
of the medium near heated particles and even single large
molecules [205]. The method has been used to study
aggregates and single Au NPs 1.4 nm in size (about
70 Au atoms) [203], carbon nanotubes [206], semiconductor
CdSe=ZnS NPs [207], and DNA molecules [205]. In all cases,
single nanometer-sized particles were determined and stu-
died. This method can also be used in the variant of
multispectral measurements [208], including the recording of
the absorption spectra of single nanosized particles [206] and
for mapping [71, 72, 209].

IR photothermal heterodyne imaging is visualization and
spectroscopy with ultrahigh resolution in the mid-IR range
(2.5±10 mm) [72]. The achieved spatial resolution equal to
300 nm is 30 times higher than the diffraction limit in the IR
range. Pioneering study [197] is devoted to the optical
photothermal detection of labeled molecules under ambient
conditions for fluorescent dyes due to their photobleaching.
Optical detection of Au NPs up to 2.5 nm in size has been
shown. The mechanism of signal contrast has been estab-
lished and its capabilities were evaluated using the character-
istic bands of polystyrene and poly(methyl methacrylate)
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[210] (Fig. 7). The quantitative relationships between the
observed signals and the photothermal parameters of the
samples have been determined. In particular, an analysis of a
dimensional series of polystyrene granules has been carried
out to quantitatively relate the photothermal signal from a
contrast agent to the heat capacity of the sample, the
thermooptical coefficient, and the light absorption and light
scattering cross sections [211].

3.4.2 Photothermal correlation spectroscopy. Another meas-
urement option based on the principles of photothermal
heterodyne spectroscopy is photothermal correlation spectro-

scopy 2 [24, 212, 213], based on the construction of the
autocorrelation function G for a time-resolved photothermal
(in the first approximation, thermal lens) signal S�t�:

G�t� �


S�t�S�t� t��


S�t��2 :

Provided that the characteristic times of the instrument (e.g.,
the time constant of a lock-in amplifier) are known, the
function G�t� can be used to obtain the characteristic times t
of heat release during photothermal excitation. Since photo-
thermal processes for NP dispersions depend on the thermal
and optical properties of NPs and their velocity, photother-
mal correlation spectroscopy is used to detect, monitor, and
characterize such objects [93, 115, 214].

In fact, a single absorber particle acts as an analogue of a
`macro-thermal lens,' i.e., a nanolens, which can be detected
using the scattering pattern of probe radiation from a halo
(thermally induced field from a heated single particle) (Fig. 8).
The combination of the nanolens concept and correlation
spectroscopy is a microscopic analog of differential photo-
thermal measurements (see Section 2)Ð twin-focus photo-
thermal correlation spectroscopy [215], which is based on the
detection of two spatially separated sample volumes that
correspond to the beam configuration (as for photothermal
Z-scanning) and the construction of two autocorrelation
functions for each of the volumes separately. Similar to
differential TLS methods with a large dynamic reserve, this
method is used for sensitive and high-precisions measure-
ments. It provides measurement of the slow motion of
particles along a beam propagation axis or detection of any
small spatial inhomogeneity with a spatial resolution better
than the diffraction limit. This is due to the enhancement of
differences between photothermal responses in two equal
microvolumes, one of which is used as a reference sample
[24, 115, 213±215].
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2 Since this method is based on microscopic instruments, it is more correct

to call it ``photothermal correlation microspectroscopy.''
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3.5 Probe-based photothermal microspectroscopy
(nanoscopy)
Themethods described in Section 3.4 primarily refer to studies
of solutions or single NPs located on a surface. However,
studying the solid state is a problem of no less importance.
Analysis of chemical compositions and physical and mechan-
ical properties in situ is needed in materials science and for
many environmental objects, in particular, soils andminerals.
These problems can be resolved using photothermal probe
microscopy (otherwise referred to as photothermal resonance
spectroscopy), which, despite its name, significantly differs
from both absorption spectroscopy (microspectroscopy) and
photothermal spectroscopy methods described above, and is
actually a version of probe microscopy. To obtain signals,
probes are used that are employed in thermal microscopy
methods (scanning atomic forcemicroscopy (AFM), scanning
thermal microscopy (SThM), or scanning near-field optical
microscopy (SNOM)).

3.5.1 Photothermal IR microscopy. Photothermal probe
microspectroscopy is based on the detection of short-
duration and local dilatation of a sample under resonance
heating with a lamp, an IR source, orÐpreferablyÐa
(tunable) laser. The main sources of excitation are laser
sources, such as CO2-lasers [216, 217] or, lately, quantum-
cascade lasers. To improve the quality of the spectra,
synchrotron sources of IR radiation are used [218]. The
absorption of the pulse by the sample leads to local heating
and broadening of the sample (photothermal signal) and
deflection or movement of a high-frequency cantilever [35,
219]. Cantilever deflection is used to measure the forces
between the probe tip and the sample and thus for
topography with nanoscale lateral resolution [35, 219, 220].

Since the resolution depends on the probe size and
thermal properties of the sample, rather than on the IR
radiation wavelength, these methods make it possible to
obtain spectra with a spatial resolution of down to 20±30 nm
or better, which significantly exceeds the capabilities of IR
spectroscopymethods for condensedmedia. The resolution is
also affected by the finite thermal conductivity of the probe,
the finite dimensions of the contact area between the probe
and the sample, the complex temperature distribution in
heterogeneous media, and the change in the absorbed heat
flux depending on time and wavelength.

Photothermally induced IR resonance or Atomic Force
Microscope-InfraRed spectroscopy (AFM-IR) is one of the
most widely used methods of photothermal probe spectro-
scopy [221, 222]. An AFM probe in the contact mode is used
to measure the dynamics of thermal expansion due to the
absorption of an infrared radiation pulse by the sample. The
objects under study placed on a transparent prism are
irradiated in the total internal reflection mode to minimize
the direct interaction between the excitation beam and the
AFM probe (Fig. 9).

Photothermal spectra, which depend on the light absorp-
tion coefficient, are similar to conventional IR spectra [223].
Therefore, they can be used with IR spectra libraries. Similar
to OAS, the changes in the spectra of photothermal probe
spectroscopy, in contrast to those in other versions of IR
spectroscopy, are associated with thermal factors and the
formation and propagation of thermal waves. The spectra can
exhibit photothermal saturation (suppression of peaks in the
spectrum) due to violation of the linear dependence between
the signal magnitude and the absorption coefficient at high
values of the latter [223]. In addition, differences in the shapes
of band intensity are caused by the characteristics of
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Figure 9. (Color online.) Measurements with an IR photothermal probe. (a) Sample exposed to IR laser pulses (depicted at the bottom left of the figure)

expands rapidly deflecting the AFM cantilever, which is optically detected by a four-quadrant detector. (b) Maximum peak-to-peak deflection of the

cantilever, which is proportional to the absorbed optical energy, is used to generate signals. Sample and the cantilever have time to return to the

equilibrium state before excitation by the next pulse begins. (c) Fourier transformation of a ring down signal provides the amplitude of the different

contact resonance modes excited by the sample expansion [221].
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preparation of solid samples. Finally, the reason for the low
quality of the spectra is the insufficient intensity of IR
radiation in the sources of commercial instruments. A
solution to this problem is to use powerful sources, which
are laser sources, e.g., a CO2-laser [216] or a tunable pulsed
OPO [217]. In addition, replacing a globar with a more
powerful source significantly reduces the measurement time.

In the case of probes for microthermal analysis, the
photothermal spectra of the probe with a material sample
fixed on it are recorded [216]. Such spectra are distinguished
by a high level of noise, but the main characteristic bands,
e.g., C±H stretching vibration bands, are clearly visible. The
undoubted advantage is the ease of cleaning the probe by
transferring the sample substance into solution. A resolution
higher than that of the SThM probe is provided by a probe in
which a tiny truncated pyramid, on the flat top of which is a
150� 50-nmpalladium element, performs as a sensor [218]. A
disadvantage of suchlike probes is the low signal intensity
compared to that of the SThM probe.

Another method that combines the capabilities of IR
spectroscopy and an atomic force microscope is called
photothermal IR microscopy. In this case, the SThM probe is
not located on a conventional movable stand but is part of an
atomic force microscope. A special design of a built-in AFM
instrument has been developed, which can be placed directly
in the cell compartment of most IR spectrometers [224]. The
method makes it possible to obtain an AFM image of the
sample surface along with its photothermal spectrum. The
sensitivity of the method is higher than that of the photo-
thermomechanical method, which uses conventional AFM
probes as sensors. The range of objects is rather diverse, but
studies of the spectra of polymeric materials are the most
common practice [216]. In addition, more complex problems
have been solved: identification of hidden polymer layers and
determination of the dependence of the layer signal on the
coating thickness [223]. Paper [223] reports on the study of
actual objects: fungicides in the form of a finely dispersed
powder and aqueous solutions of surfactants. The spectra of
the latter were recorded by introducing a probe into
microdroplets formed on glass after partial evaporation of

water. Using the example of paracetamol, the possibility of
determining pico- and femtogram amounts of a chemical
compound was demonstrated [224]. The results of studying
objects with complex geometry, such as human hair [224] and
a copper wire coated with a polymer layer, are also presented.
An analysis of the spectra of the polymer coating made it
possible to identify material 3 mm thick and the impurities it
contains.

An important area for the use of photothermal IR
microspectroscopy is the development on its basis of a
method for diagnosing cancer [225±227]. Such diagnostics
are based on analyses of the vibrational spectra of cells. The
presence of cells with pathologies is determined by spectrum
distortion [225] (DNA spectra can be recorded separately).
The photothermal IR microspectroscopy method makes it
possible to observe the cell life cycle and the distribution of
sample cells over cycle phases [225].

An enhancement of this technique is time-resolved IR
microspectroscopy, PFIR (PeakForce IR) [228, 229]. In this
method, pulses of a frequency-tunable IR quantum-cascade
laser are directed onto an AFM probe and sample area in
Bruker PeakForce TappingTM operating in the imagingmode
at low frequencies, 1 or 2 kHz (Fig. 10). This ensures
controlled contact of the probe tip with the sample; the
excitation pulses are synchronized with each peak force
cycle of the cantilever contact resonance [229]. The absorp-
tion of IR radiation by the sample results in volumetric
thermal expansion, which excites the contact resonance of
the cantilever. The volume expansion is maintained for a
certain time. The position sensor detects the time-resolved
deflections of the cantilever both after and without the laser
pulse. The difference between them is the PFIR signal due to
the photothermal excitation of the sample. According to
[229±231], a time-resolved PFIR curve contains three sec-
tions: (1) excitation of contact resonance, (2) shift of the
baseline due to volume expansion during the photothermal
effect, (3) change in the curve slope after the excitation pulse,
associated with the rate of thermal dissipation due to local
thermal conductivity or with possible changes in the sample
after absorption. The amplitude of the contact resonance
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oscillation is proportional to local IR absorption. Similar to
other methods of photothermal probe spectroscopy, a Four-
ier transform is used to obtain a signal. PFIR provides a
spatial resolution of < 10 nm [229].

Regarding measurement methodology, the main charac-
teristics of photothermal probe spectroscopy are similar to
those of IR microspectroscopy methods: sample preparation
is minimal or absent, and the methods are nondestructive and
suitable for spectroscopic measurements of complex hetero-
geneous samples. The methods of photothermal probe
spectroscopy make it possible to study small amounts of
substances. These methods are applicable to inhomogeneous
solids less than 1 mm in size with simultaneous mapping of
both inorganic and organic components with a spatial
resolution of about several ten nanometers [232, 233]. In the
analysis of minerals and soils, this provides an important
advantage over, e.g., pyrolytic techniques for determining
chemical composition, which require the sample to be heated
to several hundred degrees Celsius. Similar to microspectro-
scopy techniques, photothermal probe spectroscopy methods
provide images with a resolution higher than that of
conventional FT-IR techniques (although not for all sam-
ples), and further increases in spatial resolution can be
expected due to progress in this technology [234].

The capabilities of photothermal probe spectroscopy have
led to the appearance of commercial Bruker desktop instru-
ments, which are used in applied research [235, 236]; a
detailed review of the application of photothermal probe
spectroscopy in studies of interfaces andmaterials science has
been published [237].

3.5.2 Cantilever thermal deflection spectroscopy. In the 1990s,
another variant close to photothermal probe spectroscopy
based on photothermal deflection, photothermal cantilever
deflection spectroscopy (PCDS), was developed. The method
was designed to provide high sensitivity and selectivity using
portable sensors for highly sensitive determination of trace
substances in the gas phase [238]. Miniature sensors such as
microcantilevers feature high sensitivity but poor selectivity.
On the other hand, many spectroscopic methods provide high
selectivity but are not very sensitive. This problem can be
removed by combining PDS and a microcantilever made of
two materials. The method is based on the use of such a
microcantilever as a sample carrier. Molecules of target
substances are adsorbed on the cantilever due to physisorp-
tion. A beamofmonochromatic IR radiation from a laser or a
nonlaser IR source is absorbed, resulting in resonant
excitation of molecules and nonradiative processes of its
relaxation. This raises the cantilever temperature and leads
to a change in its bending, which can be measured using an
optical scheme similar to PDS [239]. The cantilever deflection
depending on the wavelength of the excitation radiation
corresponds to the IR absorption spectrum of the adsorbed
molecules. The latter ensures high selectivity with absolute
detection limits at a level of subnanograms, in particular, for
explosives: pentaerythritol tetranitrate, cyclotrimethylenetri-
nitramine, and trinitrotoluene [240, 241]. Details of laser PTS
and OAS hardware for remote measurements are discussed in
review [242] and book [2].

PCDS has been used to selectively and sensitively detect
complex hydrocarbons such as naphtha adsorbed on a
cantilever. The spectra of polychlorodibenzofurans agree
with the spectra obtained by conventional IR spectroscopy
[243]. The method makes it possible to simultaneous extract

information about the mechanical and chemical properties
of films. For example, the nanomechanical IR spectra of a
microcantilever coated with poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) are in good agreement with the IR spectra of
PMMA on a gold-coated silicon wafer. Photothermal
measurements can be used to study the processes of photo-
degradation of materials caused by UV irradiation, which
cannot be implemented using standard versions of IR
spectroscopy [244].

One of the most recent developments in this area is aimed
at imaging with submicrometer spatial resolution based on a
commercially available inverted microscope [245]. The
authors called the method mid-infrared photothermal micro-
scopy (MIPS). This is an interesting implementation of
multispectral photothermal probe microspectroscopy. The
capabilities of the method for obtaining images of complex
organic materials (drugs) and visualization of living cells have
been demonstrated [246, 247].

4. Determination of the properties of materials

Determination of the properties of materials was always one
of the main tasks in the development of photothermal and
optoacoustic methods. Lately, the number of applications in
this area has been continuously increasing, including the
study of the properties and assessment of the physicochem-
ical parameters of many types of new materials [248]. This
section presents the most typical examples, such as the
determination of thermophysical and optical and spectral
characteristics for materials science.

4.1 Thermophysical parameters
The coefficients of thermal diffusivity and thermal conduc-
tivity are the main thermophysical parameters. Thermal
conductivity is of importance in solving many engineering
problems: heat transfer in electronic devices, nuclear reactors,
aircraft and spacecraft, etc. [73, 249]. Stationary or equili-
brium methods for determining the thermal conductivity
coefficient are primarily implemented in facilities and equip-
ment for solid samples with fixed geometric parameters. Non-
stationary methods for determining thermal diffusivity are
now widely used due to the speed of measurements (the
thermal conductivity coefficient is calculated in an indirect
way). However, to obtain reliable results by nonstationary
methods, measurement conditions should be strictly
observed, and in calculating the thermal conductivity coeffi-
cient based on thermal diffusivity, bias in determining the
density and heat capacity using third-party methods must be
taken into account. Photothermal methods, which are singled
out among nonstationarymethods, are related to both optical
molecular and thermal spectroscopy and provide high
accuracy, precision, and multisignal measurements.

4.1.1 Thermophysical parameters of liquids. Standardmethods
formeasuring the thermal conductivity of liquids (themethod
of hot plates, the method of coaxial cylinders, the hot wire
method, the 3o-method, the hot-disk method, the tempera-
ture oscillationmethod, and the laser flashmethod) have been
known for a long time. At present, the selection process is
greatly influenced by the availability of a commercial
solution, which greatly simplifies the obtainment of results.
In addition, an advantage is the availability of relatively
inexpensive equipment that allows conducting rapid meas-
urements, e.g., the KD2 Pro instrument (Decagon Devices,
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Inc., USA) based on the hot wire method, which provides an
accuracy of measuring thermal conductivity of �5% in the
range from 0.2 to 2 W (m K)ÿ1. However, when complex
objects such as colloidal systems are the subject of study,
simplicity and versatility can be sources of incorrect data.

An assessment of photothermal methods for determining
the thermal conductivity of liquids shows that they are
promising for a comprehensive analysis of both homoge-
neous and heterogeneous media. Basically, their task is to
determine the thermal diffusivity or thermal effusivity. The
advantage for colloidal solutions is that the photothermal
spectroscopy signal depends on the thermophysical proper-
ties of the object and its thermal heterogeneity.

The photopyroelectric method, which is a contact method,
is based on the use of a pyroelectric detector. Modulated laser
radiation causes heating of the sample due to light absorp-
tion.When temperature fluctuations reach the sensor±sample
interface, an electric current is induced in the sensor, yielding
information about the structure and the thermal and optical
properties of the sample. Two detection configurations are
available: frontal for measuring thermal effusivity and rear
for thermal diffusivity. Themethod is used for liquid samples,
since, in this case, the thermal contact between the sensor and
the sample can be considered ideal. As a result, the accuracy
of determining the thermal conductivity and thermal effusiv-
ity is 2 and 1%, respectively, and the precision is about 2%
[26]. The method is inexpensive, and measurements require a
small (0.2±0.3 mL) sample volume and little time (several
minutes), which is of importance for dispersed systems [250].
The method is used to measure the thermal effusivity of
colloidal solutions (Al2O3 and CuONPs stabilized in various
solvents), sometimes in combination with thermal lens
spectrometry [251, 252].

Thermal-wave interferometry or a thermal-wave resonator
cavity is a variation of the photopyroelectric method (rear
configuration). The method uses pyroelectric detection of
thermal waves propagating through the gap between a
pyroelectric sensor and another material acting as a source
of thermal waves (modulated laser radiation directed at a
metal foil). Two operational modes are supported: one with a
constant gap length and the other with a constant frequency.
In both cases, resonance-like extrema of thermal waves are
observed, the location of which can be used to determine the
thermal diffusivity [253]. Usually, the dependence of the
signal amplitude on the gap length is recorded, and a linear
approximation is plotted in semi-logarithmic coordinates to
find the thermal diffusivity from the slope of the curve. The
analysis requires up to 15 mL of liquid, the precision is 1%,
and the accuracy is 1±2% [254]. The method is used for
colloidal solutions: Au NPs in water, ethanol, and ethylene
glycol [255]; Ag NPs in water [256]; and TiO2 dispersions in
polyvinyl alcohol [257].

Optoacoustic detection makes it possible to determine the
thermal diffusivity coefficient and thermal effusivity. Initi-
ally, this method was used for solid samples and gases [48]
and, later, for liquids. Typically, an `open optoacoustic cell' is
used, in which the frontal configuration is intended for
determining thermal effusivity [258] and the rear configura-
tion, for thermal diffusivity [259]. When the modulated laser
radiation is absorbed, the sample is heated, and the sound
waves propagate, being recorded by a microphone. The
methodology for measuring the thermal diffusivity of solid
samples consists of recording a signal from the laser
modulation frequency; in handling with liquid samples, the

signal at a certain frequency is analyzed as a function of the
thickness of the liquid layer. Usually, both the amplitude (its
logarithm) and the phase shift of the optoacoustic signal with
respect to the laser pulse are recorded. These dependences on
the thickness of the liquid layer are described by two straight
lines, the slopes of which are inversely proportional to the
square root of the thermal diffusivity of the liquid. In
handling liquids, a special glass seal is used, so there is no
contact between the liquid and the sensor, which implies that
there is no restriction on the type of liquid [259].

The method has been applied to heterogeneous liquids
[260]. The thermal diffusivity coefficients are determined for
aqueous colloidal solutions containing Au NPs [261] and
Al2O3; the accuracy and precision of determining the thermal
diffusivity are 1±2% and 2%, respectively [262]. A `closed'
optoacoustic cell was used to determine the thermal diffusiv-
ity and thermal effusivity of aqueous colloidal solutions of
TiO2 and Al2O3 [263]. The optoacoustic method with piezo-
electric detection was used to study dispersions that contain
carbonyl fluoride mesoparticles [264]. The thermal-wave
interferometry method was used to measure the thermal
diffusivity of samples, while the open optoacoustic cell
method was applied to determine the thermal effusivity of
aqueous colloidal solutions containing silver nanorods [265].

The photothermal deflection method for determining the
thermal diffusivity of liquids is rarely used. A collinear
configuration was used for aqueous solutions of magnetic
NPs [266]; the thermal diffusivity was determined against
water. A perpendicular configuration was used to determine
the thermal diffusivity of paraffin oil; however, since the heat
diffusion depth in liquids becomes small as the excitation laser
frequency increases and only results in the deflection of part
of the probe laser beam, the theoretical model needs to be
modified [267]. This is one of the main drawbacks of the
method [59], and so far the number of studies on its
application for determining the thermal diffusivity of liquids
is limited.

Separately, the methods of thermal diffraction spectro-
scopy (dynamic thermal gratings, transient thermal grating)
[268, 269] should be singled out; they are based on the pulsed
heating of a sample due to the formation of a spatially
periodic structure of a thermally induced grating formed by
the intersection of two beams of a pulsed laser and the closely
related methods of a traveling wave [270] and thermal
reflection (thermoreflectance) [59, 271]. Pulsed thermal
expansion is accompanied in thermal diffraction spectro-
scopy by acoustic waves (usually an acoustic response occurs
in the first 300 ns) and a dynamically changing refractive
index pattern with a certain spatial period (diffraction
grating). This leads to diffraction of the continuous probe
beam. The method is complicated from the instrumental and
analytical points of view, but it was used to determine the
thermal diffusivity of liquids [272, 273], Ag NPs in water
[66], Al2O3 NPs in n-decane and polyalphaolefin [274] and
the speed of sound in these substances, as well as character-
ization of the anisotropy of materials [275]. The time scale of
the method is several microseconds; a slower (several
milliseconds) variant is the method of stimulated Rayleigh
scattering. It is used to determine the thermal diffusivity of
water (estimation accuracy is about 2%) and colloidal
solutions: Al NPs in water and Al2O3 NPs in engine oil at
various temperatures [276]. A comparison of the results with
data obtained by the hot wire method for close values of
concentration revealed significant disagreements [276]. The
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thermooptical method shows a much smaller increase in the
thermal conductivity of the nanofluid 3 than that of the base
fluid.

Photothermal radiometry is rarely used to study liquids;
examples of practical importance include water and sun-
flower oil. The possibility of working with small (� 0:5 mL)
volumes and the absence of convection are distinguished as
advantages, since the temperature change during measure-
ment can remain small (2K). This is not true for the laser flash
method, the instrument design of which is very similar. In
approximating experimental data with a model (frequency
dependence of the phase shift), the density and volumetric
heat capacity of the object must be known to determine the
thermal conductivity with a precision of 3±5% [277].

The most common and universal method for liquid
media is thermal lens spectrometry. In recent years, the
emphasis on its use for the characterization of materials
has shifted towards more complex multicomponent systems
and heterogeneous media [74, 251, 278±282]. For both
homogeneous and heterogeneous media, the thermal diffu-
sivity is obtained from the characteristic time (several
milliseconds) of thermal lens development, which is deter-
mined as a fitting variable in approximating experimental
data by the theoretical equation of the transient thermal lens
signal for a homogeneous medium. For calculations, only
the probe laser beam radius in the sample is needed, the
measurement of which can introduce inaccuracy; therefore,
measurements are sometimes used relative to a reference
sample with a known thermal diffusivity, water [281], or
toluene [282]. Occasionally, the thermal conductivity is
obtained from a steady-state signal, but should this be the
case the refractive index temperature derivative must be
known for each sample [283].

Basically, the available data pertain to the determination
of the thermal diffusivity of two-phase systems containing
NPs of metals and their oxides. An increase in thermal
diffusivity is usually observed with concentration [279, 281,
284] and size [74, 280] of nanoparticles; however, results with
opposite patterns are known [278, 285]. Studies of variously
shaped AgNPs stabilized by micelles of cetyltrimethylammo-
nium bromide have shown that rod-shaped NPs improve the
thermal diffusivity most efficiently [286]. It should be noted
that, for colloidal solutions with similar compositions, the
increments in the thermal conductivity coefficient differ
greatly, and the regularities of the dependences of the
thermal properties on concentration and size do not agree.
This situation is typical of dispersed systems, regardless of
whether thermal or optical methods are used, and it can be
associated with different physicochemical properties of two-
phase liquids. Nevertheless, these disagreements may be the
result of obtaining incorrect data due to the use of standard
homogeneous models of the thermal lens signal, which
probably need to be corrected, as has been done in [287].

In concluding this section, we emphasize the following
limitations and disadvantages of photothermal methods for
determining the thermophysical parameters of liquids:
similar to all nonstationary methods, they enable determin-
ing thermal diffusivity (to calculate the thermal conductivity
coefficient, third-party methods are needed to determine the
density and specific heat of the object under study). Any

photothermal spectrometer is characterized by a certain
dynamic range in terms of the absorption coefficient;
therefore, to make measurements for highly concentrated
(strongly scattering) solutions, it is necessary to reduce
either the optical path length or the excitation laser power.
Both of these factors lead to a loss in measurement
precision. Since most of the methods are time resolved, the
processing of a large amount of data for dispersed systems
requires considerable time and consideration of additional
factors. In addition, many photothermal methods were
originally created for testing solids, and, for liquid media,
the setup configuration should be changed or special cells
should be used. Finally, there is a limitation, which seems to
be one of the most important: the theoretical basis of many
photothermal methods is based on models for homogeneous
media; thus, for heterogeneous liquids, rather significant
development of more complex models of photothermal
effects is required.

4.1.2 Thermophysical parameters of solids. Photothermal
methods are one of the few contactless methods for studying
the thermal and optical properties of solid materials (polymer
nanocomposites, glasses, and crystals) [20, 288±291]. PTS is
used for opaque samples with smooth and rough surfaces,
and transparent substances, including films, and for studying
interfaces [292]. Modern laboratory facilities and experimen-
tal setups provide 2D images of the surface and 3D images of
near-surface layers (see Section 3), owing to which photo-
thermal analysis is highly informative.

TLS, as a method with a simple hardware design, is used
to measure the thermooptical parameters of materials for
optical devices. For example, the thermal diffusivity and the
temperature coefficient of the optical path length (ds=dT,
which describes the thermal distortion of a laser beam as it
passes through a sample [36]) in Er2O3- and Nd2O3-doped
glasses were determined in [293±295]. The method makes it
possible to carry out measurements at various temperatures
[295]; the limitations are related to the sample thickness and
light transmission (thin plates up to 0.3 cm with an
absorbance up to 0.2 can be used) [296]. Study [297]
examined fluoride crystals (CeF3, KTb3F10, etc.) as potential
optical insulators instead of conventional crystals using TLS
in the parallel-beam mode with continuous irradiation. The
thermooptical coefficient of crystals was measured in
Ref. [298] by comparing the slopes of the probe beam phase
shift versus the excitation radiation power. It is shown that
the calculations of focus shift using TLS are in good
agreement with the theory, differences being only observed
in the high power region due to a change in the beam shape. It
should be noted that the thermal lens effect arising in solid-
state laser crystals upon reaching high power values requires a
detailed understanding of the physics of these processes, and
photothermal spectroscopy, in particular TLS, is currently
the main tool for such studies [299, 300].

In the optical schemes, where components (lenses, crystals,
mirrors, etc.) are exposed to a strong thermal effect of laser
radiation, crystals with a low absolute value of the temperature
coefficient of refractive index (dn=dT ) should be selected.
Owing to the possibility of studying thermooptical and optical
parameters (absorbance) and the temperature coefficient of the
optical path length of glasses, crystals, and films, TLS is an
informative method for this purpose [301, 302].

The advantage of OAS, also over many methods of
photothermal spectroscopy, is that it can be used to study

3 A nanofluid (NF) is a colloidal solution that consists of a base liquid (a

solvent) and nanoparticles dispersed in the liquid that improve the thermal

conductivity of the entire system.
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samples with a high absorption coefficient, layered or
containing strongly scattering particles (composite materi-
als, films, etc.) [303], which it is difficult or impossible to
analyze by conventional transmission and reflection methods
(e.g., spectrophotometry) [304]. Two conditions can be
distinguished among the limitations of OAS, which must be
met to obtain a significant optoacoustic signal: (1) the sample
thickness is several tenths of a millimeter; (2) absorbed light
power is� 1 W. Violation of these requirements can result in
periodic deformations of the sample, which affect the signal
[305]. The thermophysical parameters of the CdTexS1ÿx
nanocrystalline composite have been calculated. It has been
shown that the thermal diffusivity D and the thermal
conductivity coefficient k for a nanocomposite are an order
of magnitude greater than for a macrocomposite of the same
composition [306]. Study [307] showed the possibility of using
OAS to determine the thermal diffusivity and porosity of
natural rocks.

OAS does not require pretreatment of samples [308], in
contrast, e.g., to UV-visible spectroscopy, for which samples
must be sufficiently thin, transparent, and uniform and have a
smooth surface. OAS is applicable to study the optical,
electronic, and thermal properties of opaque, rough, and
highly reflective materials. OAS was used to study the optical
properties of three-component doped CdTexS1ÿx quantum
dots. The obtained optoacoustic absorption spectra agree
with the data of UV-visible spectroscopy, and the particle
sizes estimated using optoacoustic spectra are consistent with
the data of transmission electron microscopy [306].

Thermooptical properties of solids are studied using PDS.
To use theoretical models, it is necessary to compare the light
penetration depth with the heat diffusion depth (optically
opaque in the case of a large heat diffusion depth and
transparent samples) and the sample thickness with the heat
diffusion depth (thick, if the thickness exceeds the diffusion
depth, and thin samples). For each case, it is possible to
determine the thermal diffusivity from linear relationships
between the measured value and the geometrical parameters
of the optical scheme [309]. For example, the method was
used to determine the thermal conductivity of the BGaAs
ternary alloy [310] and the temperature dependence of the
thermal diffusivity of lithium-ion cell electrodes [311]. Of
interest is the use of PDS to study the heating and cooling of a
sample by laser irradiation in creating and using optical
elements [312]; if the probe beam is deflected towards the
excitation beam, then cooling occurs; if vice versa, heating
occurs.

The group of thermal reflection methods is based on the
use of a powerful pulsed laser as a source of periodic heating
and a probe laser to control the surface temperature by
changed reflection. These methods, which differ in experi-
mental configurations and analytical models, were devel-
oped to determine the thermal conductivity of both bulk
samples and thin films and for thermal resistance at the
interface [59].

Photothermal radiometry methods are also used to study
thin films on a substrate, which are used in electronics,
aerospace, and various industries. Here, of importance are
not only the thermophysical properties of the film itself but
also the processes that occur at the film±substrate interface.
For example, PTR is used to estimate the thermal con-
ductivity of GeTe-based thin films [313] with an accuracy
greater than that of other methods. Two PTR versions, with
continuous-beam modulation and pulsed, were used to

determine the thermal conductivity of CrN films on silicon
substrates, the thermal resistance at the film±substrate
interface, and the specific heat of the films. The last is
consistent with the heat capacity of a bulk material, since, in
contrast to the thermal conductivity coefficient, the specific
heat primarily depends on the chemical composition and
nature of the material and, to a lesser extent, on its
microstructure [314].

To study the distribution of thermophysical parameters of
complex polymer composite materials, photothermal reflec-
tion microscopy is used [34, 315]. Used as the signal is the
intensity of the probe laser beam reflected from the photo-
thermally heated sample surface (Fig. 11). The methodmakes
it possible to obtain thermal diffusivitymaps withmicrometer
spatial resolution. Such mapping shows the distribution of
pores and microbumps on the surface.

4.2 Diffusive mass transfer
The thermal lens signal for liquid samples can be poorly
described by a theoretical model due to the thermally induced
concentration gradient (diffusionmass transfer). This effect is
well pronounced for multicomponent objects. TLS makes it
possible to determine the mass diffusion coefficient Dm,
which is related to dynamic viscosity [316]. The Dm value
can be used to control the quality of materials such as fuels
and foodstuffs. The Soret effect, which yields an additional
signal, especially in the case of a minimal addition of the
second solvent, can be 25% of the signal. The characteristic
time of thermophoresis is 200±400 times higher than that of
development of the thermal lens [1], which makes it possible
to separate the signal into components.

Photothermal methods are also used to study the
dynamics of nonequilibrium thermal processes. Thus, the
nanosecond dynamics of vapor nanobubbles formed in a
liquid around nanoparticles during plasmon heating was
observed [317]. Vapor nanobubbles, which are nonlinear
objects with nanosecond-scale dynamics, are very sensitive
to external perturbation. For example, a nanobubble can be
pressure sensitive and perform as a fast acousto-optic
transducer. Study [318] has demonstrated the dynamics of
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Figure 11. (Color online.) Optical setup [315]. Excitation and probe beams

emerge from the optical fiber and are focused at distance d from the sample

surface. Excitation beam heats the surface, which, expanding, creates a

curved profile with radius Rc. Probe beam is reflected back and partially

collected by the same fiber; w1 is the probe beam waist at the optical fiber

end, w0 is the probe beam waist in front of the sample, w2 is the size of the

returning probe beam in front of the fiber, where it has a phase shift, with

radius R2.
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shrinkage of plasmon bubbles formed around Au NPs
immersed in a liquid and irradiated by a resonant light
source. Laser irradiation enables a bubble in NP solutions
to be displaced by centimeter distances [319]. Cantilever-
based force measurements show that the motion is due to
millisecond-long bursts of force that are synchronized with
the sound emission. The mechanism for taking into account
the driving force, which is based on the thermophoretic
instability of NPs, is similar to the Jeans instability that
occurs in gravitational systems.

4.3 Absorption spectra, weakly absorbing media,
nonlinear phenomena
Since most of the PTS and OAS methods are laser-based
(power-based) nondestructive and contactless techniques,
this determines an important feature of their application.
Many applications require absorption band parameters to be
measured simultaneously with high sensitivity and accuracy.
To elucidate the mechanisms of a chemical reaction or
bioprocess, it is especially important to determine the
absorbing capability at low concentrations and in small
volumes of real samples. However, in this case, the possibi-
lities of conventional transmission measurements are limited
[20, 320, 321], while indirect methods can lead to incorrect
results.

Due to its specific features, photothermal spectroscopy
and optoacoustic spectroscopy are in demand for recording
light absorption spectra at a very low level, e.g., for purewater
in the visible range [322] and near-IR range [323], stable
particles [324, 325], crystals [326], and dispersed solutions
[327±329]. The proportion of studies in which weakly
absorbing media (e.g., ultrapure water) are studied using
photothermal spectroscopy is very large [322, 330]. The
minimum linear absorption coefficient of 2� 10ÿ5 cmÿ1 has
been calculated for thewavelength range of 360±400 nm [322].
The overtone spectra of valence C±H stretching vibrations of
formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, and n-butyraldehyde in the
liquid phase were studied using standard absorption meth-
ods and thermal lens spectrometry. Based on these data, the
vibrational frequencies and anharmonicity constants of the
stretching vibrations of the methyl and aldehyde groups were
determined [331].

Microscopic photothermal methods, such as TLM [19,
332, 333], are used for biomedical purposes [19, 99, 105, 113,
334], which require high accuracy of data on the absorption of
chromophores and the entire object as a whole (see also
Section 8).

Photothermal methods are apparently applicable for
determining the optical properties of optical materials [5,
335, 336]. It is often necessary to verify the accuracy of
measured values by comparing them with data obtained by
conventional methods. PDS spectroscopy makes it possible
to determine weak absorption in thin films [50, 337±340] and
to reliably detect light absorption at a level of 10ÿ4ÿ10ÿ6
absorbance units, while the level of 10ÿ2 absorbance units is
only attainable using standard transmission methods, and,
moreover, it is difficult in these methods to distinguish
between the effects of light absorption and light scattering.
Thermooptical methods are used in the study of optical
materials containing nanosized particles. For example, a
method related to thermal lens spectrometry, Z-scanning
[341], has experimentally shown unique nonlinear optical
characteristics of Cr-based nanocomposites [342] and an
alloy of Zn and Cu [341]. Thermooptical methods make it

possible to determine nanosized defects in optical coatings
[125] and materials [126]. In particular, the development of
defects in the bulk of an optical element containing a single
Au NP was studied by thermooptical microscopy [126]. The
development of a defect is associated with the initial melting
of the particle. However, especially for complex objects, it is
necessary to improve both the correctness and accuracy of
photothermal measurements, and this problem has not yet
been completely solved.

Lately, variants of photothermal measurements based on
multiphoton absorption have been introduced into practice
[343, 344]. Photothermal methods are based on highly
sensitive measurements of temperature changes due to
multiphoton absorption processes [345]. These studies,
which explored nonfluorescent diphenylacetylene (DPA)
and diphenylbutadiine (DPB) molecules, provided the
estimated fraction of multiphoton absorption for wave-
lengths of 516, 472, 440, and 424 nm. Two-photon absorp-
tion cross sections strongly depend on the p-conjugation
length; e.g., the two-photon absorption cross section at a
wavelength of 472 nm for DPB is approximately 2.2 times
larger than for DPA [346]. Nonlinear absorption in solvents
was measured using the standard [347, 348] and modified
Z-scan methods using femtosecond laser pulses with a
repetition rate of several MHz [349]. The use of a dual-
beam scheme for visualization of cells with high sensitivity
was presented [350] (Fig. 12).

5. Photothermal and optoacoustic spectroscopy
in studies of photochemistry and fluorescence

This section contains descriptions of applications and objects
where, along with the thermal quantum yield (i.e., the
photothermal effect per se), there are alternative channels
for dissipation of the absorbed energy (see Fig. 1). If the
absorption band parameters are known with high accuracy,
the conditions of photothermal measurements, especially in
the case of laser-induced variants, can be used in more
complex experiments for processes that compete with photo-
thermal ones, which are, most often, photochemical transfor-
mations. In addition, Sections 5.3±5.5, in view of a certain
similarity of methodology, present a combination of photo-
thermal and fluorescence spectroscopy as mutually comple-
menting methods.

5.1 Monitoring photochemical
and photo-induced reactions.
Determination of quantum yields
If there are processes that compete with the thermal
relaxation of samples excited by excitation radiation, then
the strength of the photothermal effect decreases due to a
decrease in the thermal quantum yield, which can be used to
study such processes and evaluate their yields. The yields of
photochemical reactions for fast processes were measured
using transient thermal lens spectrometry [351±354]. A
model has been developed that describes photobleaching at
various temperatures of eosin Y, which is used as a
cytoplasmic dye and photosensitizing agent for the genera-
tion of singlet molecular oxygen. This model was used to
quantify the rates of molecular diffusion, photobleaching,
and the quantum yield of eosin Y fluorescence [355]. Study
[356] examined the photochemical chlorination of chloro-
form dissolved in carbon tetrachloride using thermal
diffraction spectroscopy.
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In photoinduced processes, two processes contribute to
the generated thermal wave: heat release during thermal
relaxation of a photoexcited molecule and structural changes
that occur in the system under study after photoexcitation [23,
357]. These processes can be studied using optoacoustic
calorimetry. The optoacoustic signal can be described as
Ssam � KEaF�DVth � DVcon�, where K is the instrument
response constant, Ea is the absorbed energy, F is the
quantum yield, and DVth and DVcon are the thermal and
conformational contributions to the change in the solution
volume, respectively. The change in volume can be presented
as DVth � Qb=�Cpr�, where Q is the heat transferred to the
solvent, Cp is the specific isobaric heat, and r is the density.
The contribution of the instrument response constant can be
eliminated by using a reference compound, which rapidly
converts the energy of the absorbed photonEhn into heat with
a quantum yield F and does not undergo conformational
changes. The amplitude of the optoacoustic signal for the
reference compound is then described as Sref �
KEaEhnQb=�Cpr�, and the signal, as a ratio of the sample
and reference signals f:

fEhn � S

R
Ehn � F

�
Q� DVcon

b=�Cpr�
�
:

Transient optoacoustic calorimetry was used to study
photoinduced nonradiative processes in solutions. Work on
the photocyclization of triphenylamine [358] and methylated
thienocarbazoles, which can initiate DNA photodestruction
[359], is noteworthy. In studying the folding of proteins and
peptides, protein rearrangements [360] in b-sheets, pH-
induced unfolding of apomyoglobin, and the protein part
of myoglobin [361] were studied. Proton transfer reactions

have been studied for poly-L-glutamic acid [362]; complete
acidic unfolding of myoglobin with photolabile 1-(2-nitro-
phenyl)ethyl sulfate at l�633 nm [363]; and nanosecond
kinetics of b-sheet refolding at ambient temperature and pH
without any denaturing agents [364]. Study [365] examined
the role of specific interactions, such as bridge electrolyte
and cation-p-interactions and in the stability and folding
kinetics of a-chains of the model peptide RN80. Optoacous-
tic calorimetry was used to study the thermodynamics of
ligand binding to proteins: photodissociation and conforma-
tional dynamics of the CO and Fe2� complex from
dehaloperoxidase isolated from the Amphitrite ornate worm
[366] and photodissociation of the CO and cytochrome P450
complex.

To study the behavior of intermediates in irreversible
reactions or reactions in which short-lived species are
studied, the methods of dynamic thermal lattices [367] and
transient thermal lens spectrometry [368] are used. These
methods make it possible to quantify changes in enthalpy and
molar volume during photochemical reactions [369, 370]. One
of the practically important examples of the application of
time-resolved measurements in the method of thermal
dynamic lattices is the study of the dissociation of carboxy-
myoglobin [371, 372]. Measurements in the time range from
10ÿ7 to 10ÿ2 s made it possible to establish the main stages of
the process: CO release (10ÿ7ÿ10ÿ6 s), thermal diffusion
(10ÿ6ÿ10ÿ5 s), CO diffusion (10ÿ5±10ÿ3 s), and bimolecular
recombination (10ÿ3ÿ10ÿ2 s). An increase in the number of
protein fluctuations during the reaction is shown by the
example of a photosensor protein isolated from the purple
sulfobacterium Ectothiorhodospira halophile (14 kDa); in
the time range of 10ÿ6ÿ10ÿ2 s, the following changes
were observed: photoisomerization with the production of
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Figure 12. (Color online.) Two-photon thermal lens spectrometry (TLS). Characterization and optimization of image parameters. (a) Dependence of
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an intermediate (red shift) (10ÿ6 s), thermal diffusion
(10ÿ6ÿ10ÿ5 s), transformation of the intermediate into a new
product (blue shift) (10ÿ4ÿ10ÿ3 s), and diffusion of photo-
reaction products (10ÿ3ÿ10ÿ2 s).

5.2 Reactions involving the excited
triplet state of molecules
The generally accepted scheme of the behavior of a large
organic molecule under the effect of radiation includes
absorption with a transition from the ground singlet state
S0 to the excited state S1. De-excitation can be implemented
both by returning to the initial state S0 and by transitioning
to the metastable triplet state T0, which also transforms into
S0 with time [373]. If the system contains foreign molecules,
the triplet can enter into a chemical reaction with them,
which can be considered another way of relaxation. The
study of such reactions proceeding through a metastable
triplet state is another area of application of photothermal
spectroscopy.

The first work in this area was probably devoted to the
interaction of diphenylketone with aniline [374]. The thermo-
physical parameters of this reaction were determined by the
authors using optoacoustic calorimetry. A numerical theory
of an optoacoustic experiment was developed. To substanti-
ate the procedure for determining the enthalpy of a reaction
involving particles with lifetime t0, the authors derived an
explicit expression for the signal at the detector in the
approximation of a point heat source and a point detector.
The behavior of the latter is described by the approximation
of a damped harmonic oscillator with oscillation frequency nt
and relaxation time tt:

U�t� � QthKt

4pr0

ntt0
1� n 2t t

2
0

�
exp

�
ÿ t

t0

�
ÿ exp

�
ÿ t

tt

�
�
�
cos �ntt� ÿ 1

nt

�
1

t0
ÿ 1

tt

�
sin �ntt�

��
; �1�

where Qth is the absorbed energy released as heat, Kt is the
response constant of the instrument, and r0 is the distance
from the source to the detector. Strictly speaking, the
approximation of a point heat source fails under the
described conditions. Nevertheless, in measuring in time
t < 1=nt, the equations for the signal in the limiting cases of
short-lived, t0 5 1=nt, and long-lived, t0 4 1=nt, particles
should persist. Therefore, the relations

Um � QthKt

4pr0
� K 0Qth ; Um � K 0fthEa �2�

used to determine the thermal yield fth � Qth=Ea should be
retained. A series of solutions of 9-fluorenone, anthracene,
tetraphenylethylene, and rhodamine 6G in ethanol were used
for calibration. Since all these substances, when absorbing
stimulating radiation, emit fluorescent radiation with quan-
tum yield Ffl; i and frequency nfl; i, the value fth; i can be
calculated for them as

fth; i � 1ÿ Ffl; infl; i
n

: �3�

In the case of benzophenone, it was assumed that the resulting
radicals are relatively stable and do not undergo any chemical
changes during the experiment, while triplet benzophenone is
formed in solution from benzophenone with a quantum yield
equal to one and completely reacts with aniline. The reaction

enthalpy DHr is determined from Eqn (2) and DHr �
hn�1ÿ fth�.

In considering the case of more than one competing
reaction and the presence in the solution of n corresponding
metastable particles, each of which is characterized by the
lifetime ti of its own, a formula similar to Eqn (1) was derived
in [375]. The parameters ti and fth; i were selected using
numerical methods, by minimizing the sum of squared
deviations of the points on the experimental curve from the
values calculated theoretically. The valerophenone photo-
dissociation reaction was studied. The triplet state was
excluded from consideration since it is formed very rapidly;
the same refers to isomerization to diradical. Calibration was
carried out using a solution of ferrocene in ethanol. The
values of ti obtained by fitting enable assessing the kinetic
parameters, and the value of fth; i, the thermodynamic
parameters of the corresponding reaction stages:

k1 � 1

t1
; DH1 � hn�1ÿ fth; 1� ; �4�

DH2 � hn�1ÿ fth; 1 ÿ fth; 2� :

An alternative approach to the study of such reactions
using PDS in a coaxial pulsed version was applied in [376] to
determine the enthalpy and rate of the reaction of benzophe-
none with ethanol. This study is of interest, because it
preliminarily considers all ongoing relaxation processes and
provides an analytical expression for the heatQi produced or
absorbed during the ith process. One of the main ideas on
which the approach is based is the division of these processes
into rapid and slow ones (Table 1) with respect to the time (of
the order of 100 ns) needed for the density gradient to
develop. For example, the lifetimes of molecules in the
excited singlet and triplet states are quite small compared to
the duration of the excitation laser pulse t0. Thus, it can be
assumed that, for the experimental times t4T0, Q1 � const
and Q2 � const, i.e., stages 1 and 2 (see Table 1), have
already been completed, and heat has been released by the
time t.

The main assumptions used to describe the pulsed
experiment are that the sample is irradiated with light in the
fundamental transverse electromagnetic mode TEM00 for a
very short time, which is much shorter than the characteristic
heat transfer time and, hence, the characteristic diffusion
time. Then the distribution of excitedmolecules in the sample,
which have arisen as a result of the absorption of excitation
radiation, should preserve the Gaussian profile of this beam
[377]. The next step in solving the temperature distribution
problem is based on the assumption that heat is released in

Table 1. Processes occurring in the reaction of benzophenone with ethanol
and their parameters [376].

Stage Process Rate

1

2

3

4a

4b

Internal conversion and intersystem crossing of
excited singlet state S 0n
Transition from excited stateTn to ground triplet
state T1

Relaxation of ground triplet stateT1 into ground
singlet state S0
Transition of electron fromT1 to the energy level
of the acceptor molecule with energy Eacc

Further transformation of the primary product
of the reaction between benzophenone and
ethanol

Fast

Fast

Slow

Slow

Very slow
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each process faster than it propagates beyond the irradiated
area [376, 378]. Based on the basic PDS equations, the final
expression for the deflection angle can be deduced:

j�x; t� � ÿ 1

n0

qn
qT

8E0ml

hnprCp�8Dt � o 2
e �2

X
i

Qi�t� ; �5�

where m is the linear absorption coefficient, l is the optical
path length, D is the thermal diffusivity coefficient, and oe

is the radius of the excitation beam waist. In this case, the
total heat

P
i Qi�t� released by the time t is can be

represented asX
i

Qi�t� � A1 � Ad exp �ÿkdt� � Aa exp �ÿkat� ; �6�

where A1�Q1�Q2�Q3�Q4a�Q4b, Ad�Q4bka=�kdÿka�ÿ
Q4a�1� ÿQ3�1�, Aa � ÿQ4bkd=�kd ÿ ka�, kd � k3 � k4a�Q�
is the total constant of the consumption of triplet benzophe-
none and ka � k4b is the total constant of the consumption of
radical products of the interaction of triplet benzophenone
and ethanol (Q). The values of A1, Ad, Aa, kd, ka can be
obtained by fitting the experimental signal with dependence
(6). The approximation unexpectedly showed that the
resulting expression contains only one exponent; therefore,
it was taken thatQ4b�t� � 0 and ka � 0. This model is used to
describe many photochemical reactions. Most other work
studying photothermal methods also assumes the existence of
a long-lived triplet state, but this circumstance is not always
taken into account explicitly.

5.3 Combination of photothermal spectroscopy
with fluorimetry
Dual-beam TLS can be considered an alternative to fluores-
cence spectroscopy. Since TLS can be used in both thick
samples and thin films, the method is advantageous with
respect to fluorimetry [379]. This technique uses laser beams
with a transverse mode close to TEM00 and samples with high
uniformity of refractive index (opaque and highly dispersed
systems are excluded) [36]. Initial studies in this area were
carried out to estimate the quantum yields of fluorescence F
and compare themwith fluorimetric determination [380, 381].
TLS has been used for reactions that involve original
fluorescent materials or products [382±385]. The equation
for calculating the fluorescence quantum yield based on a
thermal lens signal [386] has the form

F �
�
1ÿ Ary

Ayr

�
lf
la
; �7�

where lf is the fluorescence wavelength; la is the absorption
wavelength; y and A are the thermal lens signal and sample
absorbance, respectively; and yr and Ar are the thermal lens
signal and absorbance of the reference light-absorbing
substance, respectively. The equation for the phase shift of
the probe beam yields

y � ÿPeAel0
klp

f
�
dS

dT

�
; �8�

where Pe is the excitation laser power, Ae is the linear
absorption coefficient at the excitation radiation wave-
length, l0 is the optical path length, and lp is the probe laser
wavelength, while the proportion of energy converted into
heat, f, for fluorescent samples is found as f � 1ÿ Z�la=lf�.

The quantity f can be determined if a reference sample with
the known quantum yield is used. PTS was applied to
estimate the fluorescence quantum yield in reactions of
various types, including singlet oxygen and quantum dots
[385, 387±391].

The quantum yield is one of the most important optical
properties of luminescent glasses, especially those that are
used as active laser media. Attention is focused on glasses
doped with rare earth metals (Nd, Yb, Eu, etc.) [294, 295,
392±394]. In many cases, the data on doped glass (E ) are
compared with those on the reference sample (Eref): E=Eref �
f=fref � fÿ1ref �1ÿ Flex=lem�, where lex is the excitation
wavelength and lem is the emission wavelength. The refer-
ence is a sample containing the same element in its composi-
tion. Dual-beam TLS has shown that the quantum efficiency
of fluorescence decreases with increasing rare-earth element
concentration [294] and temperature [295, 393]. A compar-
ison of the results showed good agreement with calculations
based on the Judd±Ofelt theory for Nd-doped glasses [395]
and ceramics doped with Eu3� and Tm3� [396]. Single-beam
TLS was used to estimate F for CdTe quantum dots with
varying pH [397].

5.4 Fluorescence quenching
Photothermal and optoacoustic spectroscopy are used to
study fluorescence quenching and energy transfer from
fluorescent compounds to other molecules. The authors of
[384] simplified the equation for the quantum yield (7) to
F � �1ÿ y=yr� lf=la. The thermal lens signals y0 and y,
measured, respectively, in the absence and the presence of a
quencher, are related as follows: y0=y � �1ÿ F0x�=�1ÿ Fx�,
where F0 and F are the fluorescence quantum yields in the
absence and the presence of a quencher and x is a parameter
that takes into account the heat generated due to the Stokes
shift. The knownF0 can be used to calculateF as a function of
the quencher concentration c [386]. Furthermore, the quan-
tum yield ratio can also be replaced in the Stern±Volmer
equation by the thermal lens signal. Then, the expression
takes the form y0=y � 1ÿ kLt�c0�. This equation can be
represented in terms of the concentrations of the donor,
fluorophore, and the quencher, the acceptor (c0 and c,
respectively): y0=y � 1ÿ c0=c, where y0 and y are the thermal
lens signals for the donor and acceptor, respectively [398].
Based on these relations, the rates of energy transfer from the
fluorophore to the quencher and the donor-acceptor distance
R were estimated in terms of the acceptor concentration:
R � 7:35=�c0�1=3 [398, 399].

The decrease in the fluorescence efficiency with the
addition of a quencher should lead to a simultaneous
increase in the thermal power released by the sample. Thus,
it can be expected that the photothermal signal will change
more significantly than the fluorescence intensity, since it is
proportional to the amount of heat released [383, 400].
However, complete quenching may lead to incorrect values
of the quantum yield. This effect was studied in several
experiments [383, 386, 392] in various media, including
ethanol, water, and micellar aqueous solutions. The results
of photothermal measurements only agree with the data of
fluorescence spectroscopy in a limited range of quencher
concentrations. Study [383] reported an estimate of the
quantum yield in aqueous and micellar solutions of rhoda-
mine 6G with absorbance A < 0:01. Under these conditions,
the relationship between the thermal lens signal and the
fraction of absorbed energy in the coordinates `fraction of
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absorbed light (1ÿ10ÿA)±photothermal signal y' is linear
[380]. Otherwise, the thermal energy produced by the
quenching reaction is greater than the associated loss of
radiation energy. Such deviations are a serious drawback if
photothermalmethods are used to study reactions that lead to
fluorescence quenching.

5.5 Photothermal thermometry
Neural networks have been used to recognize the features of
the fluorescence spectrum of a thermosensitive probe with the
aim to create fluorescence thermometry with an accuracy of
200 mK, a bandwidth of 100 MHz, and high resistance to
intensity fluctuations of a probe laser (532 nm) [401]. The
concept has been implemented for rhodamine B-stained
mixtures of CuCl2 and glycerol. The temperature depen-
dence of fluorescence is recorded in the temperature range
from 234 to 311 K. The spatial dependence of the calibrated
amplitude and phase of photothermally induced temperature
oscillations along the excitation laser axis was determined at
various modulation frequencies. The spatial and frequency
dependence of the temperature signals is in good agreement
with the 1D multilayer model of thermal diffusion [402]. In
the implementation of the approach in the time domain,
continuous laser radiation induces a gradual increase in
temperature due to the accumulation of the constant
component of the heat flux generated by laser pulses
(1064 nm) and an immediate transient temperature change
after each individual pulse is extracted from the received time
sequences of fluorescence spectra induced by continuous laser
radiation. Stroboscopic implementation of fluorescent ther-
mometry using a pulsed probe laser with fluorescent radiation
provides remote detection of temperature changes with a time
resolution of 10 ns [401].

Presentation of photothermal thermometry in a broader
sense as a branch of optical and, in general, radiation
thermometry, is beyond the scope of this review. The results
of the application of photothermal thermometry methods are
laid out in detail in recent publications [403±405].

6. Studying chemical reactions

In Section 5, we presented a number of examples of how
photothermal spectroscopy and optoacoustic spectroscopy
are used for photochemical reactions. However, the scope of
application of the considered methods is wider. First of all,
since reactions can modify the absorption bands or thermo-
physical parameters of the sample, photothermal and
optoacoustic spectroscopy, as well as other methods of
optical or thermal spectroscopy, can be used to directly
control these reactions. However, in addition, these meth-
ods can be used to determine the heat of formation of
transition compounds and free radicals, since all chemical
reactions are accompanied by the release or consumption of
heat. As a result, the heat released in such processes causes
thermal expansion of the solution under study and, conse-
quently, a change in the refractive index, which is measured
by photothermal methods.

A significant part of publications devoted to photother-
mal spectroscopy pays relatively little attention to the
feasibility of using this technique to study chemical reac-
tions. Studies devoted to this problem only consider in detail
the specific features of the application of particular methods
[58, 373, 406±408]. Thus, the issue of systematization of
existing problems and approaches to their solution in this

area remains relevant. We consider below some specific
features related to the mechanism or conditions of the
occurrence of specific chemical reactions, which were studied
by photothermal and optoacoustic spectroscopy. This section
is not an exhaustive description of all areas where themethods
considered in the review are applied to study chemical
reactions. Only some types of chemical reactions described
by a particular thermooptical or thermophysical model,
which differs somewhat from the general model, are con-
sidered. The use of PTS for studying biological processes is
not considered. Each biological system is usually individual
and requires a separate extended and detailed discussion,
which is beyond the scope of this review [409±413]. Never-
theless, some studies describe features that must be taken into
account in applying thermooptical methods to the explora-
tion of specific biological objects [414, 415].

6.1 Monitoring chemical reactions
by changes in the optical properties
Photothermal and optoacoustic methods are most often used
as absorption spectroscopy methods to monitor chemical
reactions. The dimerization of a moderately fluorescent
compound with a dimerization constant higher than that of
rhodamine 6G, zinc tetracarboxyphthalocyanine diamide
(ZnTCPc), in an aqueous solution was studied. It has been
confirmed that photothermal measurements are more sensi-
tive than those made using spectrophotometry and fluores-
cence spectroscopy (provided that the wavelength is correctly
chosen) [400]. If the monomer and dimer are absorbed at the
same wavelength, spectrophotometry, as well as fluorescence
measurements in the case of a small dimerization constant
(rhodamine 6G), results in a deviation from the linearity of
the dependence of the signal on concentration. The results
obtained with TLS using pulsed laser excitation do not reveal
such deviations. This may be related to the formation time of
the thermal lens. In experiments with continuous laser
excitation, the formation occurs over a considerable time,
usually in a fewmilliseconds or seconds. In experiments with a
pulsed laser, the sample is irradiated for a short time (5±10 ns),
and the lens is formed over a period from several micro-
seconds to several hundred microseconds. In this case, the
characteristic time describing the heat transfer rate is in a wide
range, from several hundred microseconds (chloroform,
water, nitrobenzene) [416] to 1 ps±10 ns (for nanoobjects up
to 100 nm in size) [417]. Therefore, TLS with a pulsed
excitation laser is less sensitive to the presence of slow
chemical and/or physical processes that hinder the formation
of a thermal lens [386].

The study of intermolecular interactions makes it possible
to predict the mechanisms of chemical reactions and describe
the stability of colloidal systems. A model has been created to
describe liquid binary mixtures (CH3OH, CCl4, CH2Cl2,
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)) taking into account changes in
the physical parameters and the molecular properties of these
solvents, such as interactions between molecules, hydrogen
bonds, etc. [418].

To study photoisomerization processes using OAS,
isoptoacoustic points are used [419, 420], i.e., the wave-
lengths, wavenumbers, or radiation frequencies at which the
total energy radiated by the sample in the form of heat during
optoacoustic heating does not change when a chemical
reaction or a physical change in the sample occurs. The
position of the isoptoacoustic point depends on the experi-
mental conditions, while the difference between isosbestic
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points in spectrophotometry and isoptoacoustic points is the
result of a nonlinear relationship between the molar absorp-
tion coefficient and the optoacoustic signal, which can be
used as a source of information.

6.2 Monitoring chemical reactions
by changes in thermal diffusivity
If the thermophysical parameters of the objects under study
are known, the mechanism of reactions in which the
absorption spectra undergo weak changes can be studied.
Photothermal and optoacoustic methods are used to this end
somewhat less frequently than for optical monitoring, but the
situation is beginning to change.

Dual-beam TLS in the near infrared region was used to
control the interesterification reaction during the produc-
tion of biodiesel to improve the quality of the produced fuel
[421, 422]. The use of the method facilitates the optimiza-
tion of biodiesel production, indicating the best time to stop
the reaction (Fig. 13). The thermal diffusivity D as a
function of the reaction time strongly depends on the
viscosity [423], which makes it possible to use D and
thermooptical parameters to determine the content of
biodiesel in mixtures. Photochemical reactions can be

studied by monitoring changes in D and absorbance A.
TLS in the parallel-beam mode with continuous irradiation
was used to assess the oxidative stability of various oils in
the synthesis of biodiesel [422] and in monitoring the quality
of vegetable oils [424].

Based on the measurements of D and the thermal
conductivity coefficient k of barium glasses with various
TiO2 contents, the authors of [425] concluded that TiO2

plays a key role in glass formation, which standard methods
failed to reveal. A solid TiO2-organic dye interface was
examined to study processes occurring in solar cell elements
[426].

PTR as a group of nondestructive methods is well suited
for studying reactions in surface and near-surface regions due
to the possibility of studying the surface structure, identifying
various defects, damage, and inhomogeneous areas in
materials, etc. PTR has been used in studying reactions by
changes in the optical and thermal parameters of samples, to
obtain images, and to evaluate various substances. For
example, in studying the kinetics of the hardening of
composite materials [427], two composites widely used in
dentistry were employed (Fig. 14). If the initial and final
values of thermal diffusivity are known, along with the times
obtained by simulating experimental data, the calculation
results can be interpreted as kinetic equations for the
photohardening of polymers, in which the dependence of the
monomer concentration �M��x; t� on time and depth is equal
to the polymerization rate Rp:

Rp�x; t� � kp�M��x; t�
�������������������������������������
ge�PI�I0 exp �ÿZx�

kt

s
; �9�

where g is the quantum yield of the polymerization reaction,
e is the molar extinction coefficient of the photoinitiator,
�PI� is the concentration of the photoinitiator, I0 is the
excitation radiation intensity, Z is the coefficient of attenua-
tion of the excitation radiation by the sample, kp is the
chain growth rate, and kt is the chain termination rate. If an
assumption is made that the values under the root sign in
Eqn (9) in the first approximation are unchanged, a first-
order kinetic equation for the monomer concentration can
be obtained:

�M��t� � �M�0 exp
�
ÿ t

b

�
; �10�
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where b � kÿ1p

ÿ �������������������������������������������
ge�PI�I0 exp �ÿZx�=kt

p �ÿ1
. Thus, the first-

order kinetics of changes in thermal diffusivity during
polymerization is a direct consequence of the fact that
changes in the monomer concentration also correspond to
first-order kinetics. The relationship between the average
degree of polymerization P �x; t� and the diffusion depth is

P �x; t� � �M�0
�M��x; t� � exp

�� ��������
D1
p ÿ ������������

Ds�x�
p��������

D1
p ÿ ������

D0

p
�Z=�2q�

t

t

�
;

�11�
whereD1 andD0 are the thermal diffusivity of the resin at the
end and before the start of hardening, respectively, and q is
the rate of thermal diffusivity growth. Equation (11) provides
a simple relationship between the depth-dependent thermal
diffusivityDs and the degree of hardening via �M��x; t�. Thus,
in the process of hardening, the thermal diffusivity increases,
and its increase can be described by a first-order kinetic
equation. Using the thermal diffusivity for each depth, it is
possible to obtain the degree of polymerization as a function
of depth and, thus, to assess the completeness of the
hardening process [427±429].

The capabilities of time-resolved OAS enable studying
photoinduced chemical processes and `optically silent' inter-
mediate products, i.e., those products that not exhibit
changes in absorption or emission [406, 409]. Areas of
research should be singled out that are related to the study
of thermal and photothermal properties of NPs [430] or
quantum yields of fluorescent organic molecules using
reflection spectra [431]. Studies of quantum yields are based
on the recording of the apparent reflection spectrum using an
integrating sphere [432] or a data correction model [433]. For
example, OAS was used to only examine a reaction of the
pseudo-first order, parallel or sequential, including thermal
equilibria [434]. The released heat is measured to determine
energy levels of intermediate compounds provided that
quantum yields are known. Vice versa, if an energy level of
intermediate states is known from other spectroscopic
methods, quantum yields can be determined for photoisomer-
ization [435], charge transfer [436], phosphorescence [406],
fluorescence, and energy transfer processes [437].

6.3 Reactions with the emergence or transfer of charge.
Electrostriction
All photothermal methods intended for studying the thermo-
dynamic characteristics of reactions are based on the
separation of the enthalpy and nonenthalpy contributions to
the signal. After laser radiation has been absorbed, heat is
released as a result of the decay of short-lived excited species.
On the other hand, the signal is also affected by other
processes, e.g., a change in the molar volume DVrx observed
during chemical reactions. Of especial importance is taking
into account the latter factor for reactions that proceed with a
change in the number of moles or the distribution of electric
charge [438].

The main approaches used to separate the contribution
due to changes in volume from the enthalpy contribution are
described using optoacoustic spectroscopy as an example
[439]. All of them are based on the assumption that the total
(molar) change in the volume in the chemical reaction DVrx

does not depend on temperature and remains constant when
the initial solvent is replaced with another one with similar
properties. However, if new charged species are produced as a
result of the reaction or the charge distribution of the original

charged species changes, then, due to the electrostriction
effect, the assumption made may not be true. Using the
Clausius±Mossotti relation for qe=qp, the compression of
the solvate shell of charged species in solution can be
described as [440±442]

DVel � ÿ m 2

R 3

�e� 2��eÿ 1�
�2e� 1�2 k �12�

for a dipole with a dipole moment m and as

DVel � ÿZ 2e 2

6R

�e� 2��eÿ 1�
e 2

k �13�

for an ion with chargeZ, where e is the relative permittivity of
the solvent, R is the radius of the cavity in the solvent
structure in which the particle is located, and e is the
elementary electric charge.

The change in volume for one molecule observed in
practice in the course of a chemical reaction DVr is due to
both intramolecular changes in the dissolved substance
(DVstr) and the rearrangement of the solvent near the
molecules of this substance (DVsol) [443]. The decrease in
volume due to electrostriction is one of the main components
of the contribution fromDVsol. In the general case, the issue of
how strongly electrostriction determines the total volume
change DVr for a particular object is subject to discussion
[440]. Nevertheless, a fairly large proportion of DVel, up to
DVel � DVr, can be expected [438, 441].

As can be seen from Eqns (12) and (13), if the electrostric-
tion effect is significant, DVr begins to depend on the
parameters e and k, which generally change with temperature
and replacement of solvent. The dielectric permittivity e in
replacing one alkane with another within the homologous
series and with a change in temperature changes insignif-
icantly, and this variation can be disregarded. However, the
change in k in the series of n-alkanes with increasing
temperature is significant and must be taken into account.
Under these conditions, the values obtained cannot be
unambiguously interpreted as enthalpy and molar volume
change [438, 441].

It was proposed in [438] to use isotopically substituted
solvents. For example, in replacing an ordinary solvent with a
deuterated one, the value of ws can undergo an increase (by
20±100%) sufficient to enable separation of the thermal and
volume contributions. In this approach, reactions should be
used that do not proceed through the stage of hydrogen
transfer from the solvent. A simpler approach was applied in
[441], where the formation of a zwitterion from large organic
molecules with a donor±bridge±acceptor structure under the
action of laser radiation was studied. An approach was used
which is based on measurements in a series of normal
alkanes. To exclude a change in DVrx in replacing the
solvent, the temperature of the experiment was selected for
each alkane so that the value of k�e� 2��eÿ 1�=�2e� 1�2
remained unchanged for the entire series of solvents
(2:2�10ÿ10 Paÿ1). Thus, the linear dependence

Si � fth �
DVrx

Qthws; i
; �14�

where ws; i � b=�Cpr� is thermal expansivity, which charac-
terizes the solvent at a given temperature, should remain the
same. The experimental value of DVr (error of the order of
20%) is close to the values of DVel estimated from Eqns (12)
and (13), provided that the zwitterion is considered to be two
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different oppositely charged ions with jZj � 1. Based on the
obtained value DVr � DVsol, the ion solvation entropy was
calculated as DSsol � DVsolb=k.

The use of thermooptical spectroscopy based on the
measurement of the refractive index gradient can in some
cases provide a partial solution for the signal separation
problem, since the development of the acoustic gradient of
the refractive index is accompanied by sound transmission.
As a result, at the initial stage of the experiment, it is possible
to monitor the formation and destruction of fairly short-lived
particles without introducing corrections that take into
account the signal caused by any volumetric changes. This
approach is only applicable to the study of processes that
involve very short-lived species, while the fact that in organic
solvents a fully developed acoustic gradient of the refractive
index makes a much larger contribution compared to the
thermal one creates additional problems [438].

Reactions that result in charge redistribution are quite
common in biological systems [375, 410, 444]; however, as
mentioned above, the value of DVr observed in such reactions
cannot always be ascribed to electrostriction alone.

6.4 Unbranched chain reactions
A specific feature of unbranched chain reactions is the
presence in the process scheme of several periodically
repeating successive stages, during which all intermediate
reaction particles absorbed at one of these stages are
regenerated in subsequent ones. Unlike the reactions dis-
cussed above, chain reactions are often characterized by a
significant exothermic effect, so the total heat released in the
object may exceed the energy obtained due to the absorption
of radiation. Owing to high selectivity and temporal resolu-
tion, PTS and OAS are those few approaches that provide
direct observation of a chain reaction in situ [356, 445, 446].

The first study [447] which can be called a photothermal
examination of a chain reaction was carried out using a
mercury lamp and 50 thermocouples. Such a method can be
classified as photothermal calorimetry. The subject of many
studies [446, 448, 449] is the hydrogen reaction occurring in
the gas phase with chlorine

H2 � Cl2 !hn 2HCl ;

studied using OAS. This reaction is a convenient object of
exploration, since the total number of moles in it does not
change, which is of importance for gas-phase reactions [446].
The reaction mechanism is usually presented in the following
form:

Ð initiation : Cl2 !hn; k1 2Cl� ;
Ð chain propagation : Cl� �H2 >

k2

kÿ2
H� �HCl ;

H� �Cl2 !k3 Cl� �HCl ;

Ð chain termination : 2Cl� �M>
k4

kÿ4
Cl2 �M ;

where M is an arbitrary inert species [446, 448, 449].
The quasi-stationary approximation was used in [448] to

derive an explicit expression for the main frequency compo-
nent p chain of an optoacoustic signal, which was used to
calculate the observed chain length Fph using the relation

p chain

p diss
� 1

2
Fph
jDHpropj
ECl2

; �15�

where p diss is the main frequency component of the signal
obtained under conditions when the system only contains Cl2
and M, as a result of which the chain reaction does not
proceed, and the only process during which the initially
absorbed energy is released is the recombination of the Cl�
radical. It is assumed in using this calculation that the amount
of heat jDHpropj released during the chain propagation stages
and the dissociation energy of molecular chlorine ECl2 are
known. Similar expressions were used in [446] to determine
the isotope effect of protium and deuterium for the rate
constant k2 in terms of the amplitudes on the detector DU:

p chain
�H�

p chain
�D�

� k2;H DUH

k2;D DUD
:

The authors of [446] note that a similar method should be
considered not as an approach to determining kinetic
characteristics of a chain reaction but rather to study the
effect of laser intensity, purity of reagents, and other reaction
parameters. The reaction itself and the detected signal are
most strongly affected by the presence of impurities [446].
This observation was a basis of a rather nonstandard
proposal to use this reaction to detect compounds at the end
of a chromatographic column [450].

Nevertheless, the kinetic parameters of individual stages
have not been determined in the experiments described above.
In relation to this, of significant interest are studies [356, 445],
in which the TLS method was used to study the reactions of
halogenation of organic compoundsRH in a liquid phase that
occur according to a radical mechanism:

Ð initiation : Hal2 !hn; k1 2Hal� ;
Ð chain propagation : RH�Hal � !k2 R� �HHal ;

R� �Hal2 !k3 RÿHal�Hal� ;
Ð chain termination :

monomolecular Hal� �X! XÿHal ;

R� �X! XÿR ;

bimolecular 2Hal� ! Hal2 ;

2R� ! RÿR ;

Hal� �R� !RÿHal ;

where X is some extraneous species.
The monobromination reaction of toluene in the presence

of light was studied in [445]. Expressions for the time
dependence of the radical species concentration in the sample
were used:

Nd0�t�

�
Pe

hn
2kF1

km

�
1ÿ exp �ÿkmt�

�
; t4 t0 ;

Pe

hn
2kF1

km

�
1ÿexp �ÿkmt0�

�
exp

�ÿ km�tÿ t0�
�
; t> t0

8>><>>:
�16�

for a monomolecular termination with constant km and

Nd0�t� �
�
Pe

hn
2kF1

kb

�1=2

tanh
�
2�kF1kbt�1=2

�
;

Nd�t� �
Nd0�t� ; 4 t0 ;

Nd0�t0�
1� 2kb�tÿ t0�Nd0�t0� ; t > t0

8<: �17�
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for a bimolecular termination with constant kb, where t0 is the
length of a rectangular laser pulse andF1 is the quantum yield
of the initiation reaction. Then, the volumetric power of
energy sources is defined as

H�t� � jDHpropj hn
tprop

; �18�

where tprop is a quantity that has the meaning of the duration
of a single stage of chain propagation. Equations (16)±(18)
were used to analyze the formation of a thermooptical
element; equations have been derived that correspond to the
focal distances of the thermal lens for bimolecular and
monomolecular chain termination. The measured values of
focal distance

f � lo pr
0c

o pr
0s

��
I pr0
I prt

�1=2

ÿ 1

�
; �19�

where l is the distance between the detector plane and the
sample under study; Ipr0 and I prt are the intensities of the probe
beam that passes through the solution in the presence and in
the absence of a thermal lens; and o pr

0s and o pr
0c are the radius

of the probe beam that passes through the cell in the absence
of the thermal lens and in the detector plane, respectively,
were approximated using the derived equations. A satisfac-
tory result was only obtained for the approximation based on
the assumption of monomolecular termination. The value of
DHprop calculated using published data has been employed to
calculate km and tprop. Themonomolecular termination of the
reaction probably corresponds in this case to neutralization
of radicals on oxygen.

7. Photothermal and optoacoustic spectrometry
in analytical and applied chemistry

This section presents the most relevant examples of how the
methods considered are applied as highly sensitive power-
based techniques of molecular absorption spectroscopy in
spectroscopic chemical analysis and applications of micro-
fluidic chips, as well as in some multidisciplinary studies.

OAS remains a relevant method in studying gas mixtures
and atmospheric monitoring at industrial facilities and for
other tasks [451±457]. Photothermal spectroscopy is used to
measure ultralow absorptions for a variety of objects:
gaseous and liquid samples, in bulks of solids, and on
surfaces, while a large number of studies still involve
measurements in the visible and near-UV regions [1, 18].
Photothermal spectroscopy is also applied as a nondestruc-
tive method for the analysis and control of various materials
and as a detector in state-of-the-art separation methods [5,
15, 19, 458, 459]. Since, in most photothermal and opto-
acoustic methods, the signal is fairly weakly affected by light
scattering and an uneven distribution of chromophores in the
sample [460], this is used in the chemical analysis of colloidal
solutions and in biomedical problems, although, in the latter
case, microspectroscopic methods are at present preferred
(see Section 3).

Historically, PTS and OAS were considered in analytical
chemistry as a kind of extension of spectrophotometry and its
methodological approaches [461±465]. In other words, it was
generally believed that the most important task is to increase
the sensitivity of the determination without specially empha-
sizing the purpose of the analysis, the availability of

competitive methods, or the target groups of the compounds
being determined (metal ions, anions, organic substances,
etc.) [466, 467]. The emphasis was mainly on the determina-
tion of inorganic cations and anions in aqueous and organo-
aqueous mixtures [1]. This area is still the most developed.
However, the proportion of developments in methods for the
photothermal and optoacoustic determination of inorganic
compounds is steadily declining compared to that in 1980±
2000 due to the emergence of more advanced technological
solutions for inorganic analysis, first of all, atomic emission
spectroscopy and elemental mass spectrometry [468, 469], as
well as mass spectrometry of single nanoparticles [470], X-ray
fluorescence, atomic absorption analysis, etc.

As a result, the use of PTS and OAS has shifted to areas
related specifically to molecular analysis: (1) organic
analysis; (2) the speciation determination of elements;
(3) analysis without sample preparation, in particular in
situ and in vivo; (4) material analysis in nanochemistry and
supramolecular chemistry. Methods based on new
approaches to sample preparation, which provide high
sensitivity and selectivity of determination for specific
target substances, are in less demand. Examples of
material analysis in environmental objects include the
determination of Cr(VI) in water using thermal lens
microscopy [471]; determination of Fe�II�=Fe�III� [472];
extraction of Co(II) at the cloud point [473]; and determina-
tion of trace amounts of lead with preconcentration (micro-
extraction) and a detection limit of 0.01 mg Lÿ1, the sensitivity
of the determination not being inferior to that of mass
spectrometry and atomic absorption spectroscopy with the
sorption preconcentration [474].

The flow photothermal detection scheme for chromato-
graphically separated dyes (indigo carmine, sunset yellow,
Allura Red A, chromotrope 2R, etc.) is based on the
temperature difference before and after the illumination
point. To measure the change in temperature, a thermo-
couple with a diameter of 25 mm with two transitions was
used. For methylene blue, the detection limit was 30 nM,
which corresponds to 120 amol in the irradiated volume; the
dye dimerization constant was estimated on the basis of
experimental data [475].

As noted in Sections 3±6, the emphasis in applied studies
of PTS/OAS is shifting towards more complex heterogeneous
objects: micellar solutions, NP dispersions, and natural and
human-made macromolecules [458, 476]. Of interest are
microfluidic and microplate technologies, where a number
of sequential processes (mixing, chemical reaction, separa-
tion, etc.) take place in a small volume (in a microflow or in a
polymer matrix) [82, 477±481]. Highly sensitive detection
systems are required to detect and probe mixture compo-
nents in a microchannel. Due to the small optical path length
in the microchannel, the transmission detectors used have an
insufficiently high sensitivity, while the use of fluorescence
spectroscopy is limited to fluorophores [482]. As a result,
PTS is more widely applied in microfluidic chemical systems
[483±487] (Fig. 15). The main difficulty of such research is
related to technology and consists, in addition to manufac-
turing micrometer-sized manifolds (100 ± 200 mm), of focus-
ing beams in three directions.

OAS is in demand in clinical laboratory diagnostics [28,
32, 452, 488]. Pulsed IR optoacoustic spectroscopy has been
used for noninvasive in vivo monitoring of glucose in the
human epidermis (Fig. 16) [489]. A fluence below 1mWmmÿ2

does not lead to skin destruction. The method is sensitive
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enough to ensure a continuous record of changes in glucose
levels in a diabetic patient, and highly selective to distinguish
glucose from other components of the interstitial fluid. The
correlation between patients due to the different properties of
the skin remains a problem. For example, changes in the
thickness of the stratum corneum can affect the amplitude of
the signal, due to which individual calibration may be
required for each patient.

Based on thermal lens spectrometry, an approach to the
noninvasive determination of the medium pH has been
developed [490]. The concept of the method is to absorb
visible light by a chromophore, which is introduced into the
sample if it is absent there or the chromophore is initially
present, e.g., in natural objects, plant cells. Thermal changes
resulting from light absorption by the chromophore are
measured using a fiber-optic Bragg grating sensor. As the
pH changes, the light absorption and heat released by the
chromophores change. The range of pH measurements is

determined by the selection of chromophore, which is the
main difficulty and nonuniversality of this method [490].

To obtain more complete information about the object,
PTS/OAS is used in conjunction with other spectroscopic
methods. For example, the combined use of laser-induced
fluorescence spectrometry and TLS provides extended infor-
mation about the analyzed sample. This makes it possible to
study two aspects of an object: (1) quantitative detection of
fluorophores and (2) detection of a photothermal signal
generated by nonradiative relaxation of other sample compo-
nents. This approach was used in studying molecular
processes in crude oil microvolumes [491].

7.1 Simultaneous determination of concentration
and thermophysical parameters
It is due to the fact that photothermal methods depend not
only on the optical but also on the thermal properties of the
objects under study that the thermal parameters of sub-
stances are used in a number of studies as signal sources.
Some of these examples are given in Sections 5 and 6. Here,
we complete the presentation with examples of applied
research.

There are a number of studies in which food components
are studied using TLS. In [424], where the photostability of
soybean oil samples was examined, the coefficients of thermal
diffusivity and thermal conductivity were determined. In
addition, using time-resolved measurements, the difference
between the photostability of pure oil and oils with the
addition of natural and synthetic antioxidants has been
shown. The coefficient of thermal diffusivity of cheeses was
determined, linking its value with the quality of the cheese
[492]. In [493], the thermal diffusivity was determined for
various concentrations of crude oil, and the formation of
aggregates was observed.

7.2 Forensic and art history expertise
Transient luminescence mapping [494] is widely used to
identify changes made to documents, and if the modified
part of the document does not have significant luminescent
properties, optoacoustic mapping can be used. In the case of
weakly absorbing samples, an optoacoustic wave is generated
by the thermoelastic effect after photoexcitation [495]. The
noninvasive optoacoustic imaging methodology is used to
examine artistic works, especially to reveal hidden features
such as original drawings or sketch lines [496]. Optoacoustic
imaging has been used to determine the complex internal
structure of oil miniatures on canvas [86]. Optoacoustic
microscopic images obtained with a pulsed Nd: YAG laser
(1064 nm, pulse duration ca. 1 ns) reliably reveal the presence
of pencil lines on the reverse side of a canvas coated with
several layers of paint thicker than 0.5 mm. By adjusting the
bandwidth of optically induced ultrasonic waves, optoacous-
tic imaging can be used to study artifacts with various optical
properties and geometric profiles, such as manuscripts, glass
objects, or even stone sculptures.

In [496], the quality of reconstructed RGB images of
simple test objects studied using a single-wavelength OAS,
was assessed to confirm the capabilities of the method. The
original images were decomposed into red, green, and blue
(RGB) components, each of whichwas converted to grayscale
intensity printed on a transparent film, and then measured
using optoacoustic methods. To obtain a reconstructed RGB
image, three optoacoustic images were combined. An experi-
mental scheme for test objects has been created. It is expected
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that more information-intensive results will be obtained by
means of multispectral OAS that uses three sources with
wavelengths corresponding to RGB channels.

7.3 Detection of single molecules or particles
In general, the number of studies on the thermooptical
determination of NPs in solutions is still less than the number
of applications in which basic parameters are determined and
nanocomposite materials are studied. However, the sensitiv-
ity and selectivity inherent in photothermal methods are
attractive for this purpose. PTS, especially its microvariants,
provides sensitivity and contrast sufficient to detect single
nanoobjects and large organic molecules, e.g., azo dyes with
low fluorescence quantum yields [497].

Thermal diffusivity and thermal effusivity were studied
for single-stranded and double-stranded DNA adsorbed on
Au NPs of various shapes stabilized by citrate. Single-
stranded DNA promotes an increase in thermal diffusivity,
which makes it possible to develop biocompatible coolants or
heat exchangers [498]. The thermal properties of resins for
laser lithography in the manufacture of three-dimensional
(3D) printed samples using TLS and an open optoacoustic
cell [499], biodiesel fuel [500], have been studied.

Near-critical Xe or CO2 are convenient media for
amplifying a photothermal signal by more than two orders
of magnitude [501]. In [502], an approach based on photo-
thermal signal amplification for circular dichroism was
implemented. The method combines an enantioselective
circular-dichroism signal with the high sensitivity of photo-
thermal microscopy, providing a high signal-to-noise ratio
for the detection of chiral nanoobjects (2D-chiral NPswithC4

symmetry). The advantage of the method is that the detection
scheme is based on measuring the increase in the local
temperature of the investigated nanostructure due to the
absorption of photons with a known polarization. In
addition, since the image is formed using the power-based
photothermal method, the signal can be amplified within
certain limits [503]. Tunable laser sources for the excitation
beam can be used to convert photothermal circular dichroism
into photothermal circular-dichroism spectroscopy.

It has been shown in [504] that single molecules can be
detected in real time without the need to introduce labels due
to amplification of the photothermal signal in NPs. The
sensor consists of a single gold nanorod coated with biotin
receptors, and the binding of individual proteins causes a
change in the plasmon resonance of the nanorod and,
thereby, a change in the photothermal effect around the NP
during its interaction with the molecules of the test sub-
stances. The sensitivity of the instrument, which is 700 times
higher than that of state-of-the-art plasmonic sensors, is
limited by spectral diffusion at surface plasmon resonance.

The thermooptical flow determination of Au NPs using
a microscopic version of thermal lens spectrometry was first
reported by Japanese researchers led by T Kitamori [505] in
1998. Later, the same team published data on the successful
determination of submolecular amounts of substances in the
excitation beam volume [506], which are largely based on
studies of single NPs using microfluidic chips (microchips).
The detection of individual Au NPs in the microchip
channel was shown, and the effect of particle immobiliza-
tion on the channel surface under the action of laser
radiation was demonstrated [507]. Papers [508, 509] indi-
cate ways to increase the efficiency of the determination of
NPs in a solution by increasing both the rapidity of analysis

[508] (the frequency of thermooptical element excitation is
0.5±60 kHz) and the volume in which determination can
take place without loss of sensitivity [509] (a 200-fold
increase in detected volume). In study [510], the analytical
characteristics of solutions of Au NPs obtained by thermal
lens spectrometry are presented. The detection limit for the
spectrometer configuration, which is optimal for measuring
molecular solutions, is 100 NPs of Au (the size is ca. 250 nm)
[510]. Another example of applying PTS to nanoscale
biological objects is the detection of single NPs, cells, and
organelles directly in blood [511] and lymphatic [512]
vessels.

7.4 Infrared spectroscopy
Lately, in line with the general trends in analytical spectro-
scopy, the focus of new developments in photothermal
spectroscopy has shifted to the IR range. Optoacoustic
detection is most common in IR spectrometers, and there
are fairly many developments of commercial Fourier-trans-
form IR spectrometers. The measurements are based on 1D
heat transfer models [6, 513]. IR radiation is directed from the
interferometer to the OAS unit or attachment and focused on
the sample in a closed cell filled with a working gas with a
limited known volume (Fig. 17) [514]. The IR radiation
modulated by the interferometer is absorbed by the test
sample and converted into heat. Periodic temperature
changes in the sample (thermal waves) depend on the
interferometer modulation frequency, the absorption coeffi-
cients of the sample components, and its thermophysical
parameters. Thermal waves generated by the sample, from a
depth, which is limited by the thermal diffusion length
(thermal wave attenuation length), enter the working gas
[6, 513] and, as a result, generate acoustic waves there, which
are picked up by a detector located near the main axis of the
OAS unit.

Spectral information, which almost always is the main
goal of measurements, is of decisive importance in inter-
ferometric OAS methods. Since most of the information
about molecular structures, fragments, and functional
groups is contained in the mid-IR region, most studies are
carried out in this spectral range. Due to the linear
dependence of the response on the light absorption coeffi-
cient, OAS is used to estimate the concentrations of
substances in gaseous, liquid, and solid media in a wide
dynamic range (10ÿ4ÿ102 absorbance units) and with high
accuracy (up to 0.1%) [27, 515]. Thus, OAS provides a wider
measurement range and a higher sensitivity than those in
transmission measurements.

IR-OAS spectroscopy uses two modes of interferometer
operation: conventional, normal (continuous) scanning
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Figure 17. Setup for IR optoacoustic measurements [514].
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implemented by most FT-IR spectrometers available on the
market (fast or slow scanning modes, since low frequencies
are usually required for thin-layer interferometer), and step
scan. In a normal scan mode, which involves motion of the
mirror, the mirror velocity is calibrated using a single
wavelength and maintained constant during data acquisi-
tion, while in the step scan mode, the position of the moving
mirror is controlled (with an accuracy of down to a few
nanometers). The normal scan operation is convenient, but
due to different frequencies corresponding to different
wavelengths, it provides different signal generation depths in
the final spectrum, which is especially pronounced in the IR
range. The step scan mode provides a constant modulation
frequency and, consequently, a constant acquisition depth of
the OAS signal over the entire selected spectral range. This
measurement option usually includes a built-in amplifier or
digital signal processing techniques to detect and amplify the
optoacoustic signal [516].

For solid samples, the key advantage of OAS is the
possibility of obtaining spectra without sample preparation
and dilution [517]. Another important advantage is the
possibility of depth profiling of solid samples within a few
hundred micrometers by changing the radiation source
frequency or velocity [518, 519]. The IR-OAS results are less
affected by the particle size of the sample than those of diffuse
reflectance spectroscopy [520]. Compared to attenuated total
reflection (ATR) methods, IR-OAS exhibits a higher sensi-
tivity, while the signal is less affected by radiation scattering
[521]. From a practical point of view, OAS is used to
determine the absorption coefficients of materials and their
components up to 1000 cmÿ1. In complex samples, the most
common application of OAS, in addition to biomedical
applications, is the characterization of NPs and nanomater-
ials [66, 522±529]. In studying solid samples, various variants
of OAS are used for polymeric materials [530].

IR-OAS is used in the quantitative analysis of the
chemical composition of solid samples: paper [531], wood
[532], biofilms [533], food products [534], and pesticides [304],
and in microbiological studies [535]. The use of IR-OAS for
the analysis, classification, and quality control of coffee
blends [536] turned out to be a simple and fast alternative to
existing methods (IR spectroscopy [537, 538], nuclear
magnetic resonance [539, 540], Raman spectroscopy [541]).
The role of IR-OAS spectroscopy in the analysis of soils and
minerals is quite important [37, 514, 542±545]. The optoa-
coustic spectroscopy signal can be used for highly absorbing
samples with minimal pre-treatment. The resulting spectrum
differs from the transmission and reflection spectra, since
nonradiative transitions in the sample appear in the OAS IR
spectrum, and the intensity of the combined bands and
overtones can change significantly [546].

The number of studies devoted to IR thermal lens spectro-
metry is relatively small [331, 547, 548]. Compared to most
work in the visible range, in near-infrared measurements, the
use of lasers tunable in the IR range or OPO is widespread,
which makes it possible to record the spectra of a thermal lens
signal. A thermal lens spectrometer for measuring absorption
in the near-infrared range (860±1060 nm, tunable titanium-
sapphire laser) has been developed. The thermal lens effect
was probed in the visible range using a He±Ne-laser. The data
obtained using multivariate calibration methods are used for
nondestructive contactless determination of chemical and
isotopic impurities in solvents. Water in D2O and tetrahy-
drofuran can be detected at levels of 0.006 and 0.3 vol. %,

respectively. The method has also been used for the simulta-
neous determination of water and dimethyl sulfoxide H6
(DMSO-H6) in DMSO-D6 and CH3OH in CD3OH,
CD2HOH and CDH2OH at levels up to 10ÿ3 wt.% [549].

IR-TLS has been used for the analysis of fuels [421, 550].
Overtone 4n C±H at l � 916 nm is typical of biodiesel, diesel
fuel, and their mixtures. This made it possible to use TLS in
the near-infrared range to control biodiesel quality [423].
Model compounds of isooctane and toluene were determined
using near-infrared thermal lens spectrometry, well-resolved
spectra of both compounds were obtained, and the positions
of the absorption peaks are in good agreement with the data
of other methods [96].

The disadvantages of IR-TLS are as follows. In measur-
ing thermal lens spectra, only a scanning option is possible,
as in spectrophotometry (the minimum time is 30 min for
the entire range of 700±2300 nm with a resolution of 2 nm
and the accumulation of 200 curves for a single wavelength),
but not the interferometric version, as in IR-OAS. Thus, it is
not possible to rapidly measure spectra in a wide range or
with high resolution; if the maximum possible laser resolu-
tion of 0.1 nm is used, the time increases to 10 hours, and if
weak and noisy signals are to be recorded, up to 2 days.
While sufficiently high laser radiation powers are available
in the visible range, in the IR range, especially in the
microspectroscopic version, the use of high powers (> 1 W)
and energies (100 mJ per pulse) to increase the sensitivity of
measurements is hardly possible. This is due to the large
number of thermal processes associated with the strong light
absorption of the solvents themselves, possible thermoche-
mical processes, etc. Thus, the options for a significant
increase in detection sensitivity by the IR-TLS power
component are limited.

PDS is one of the most convenient and widely used
photothermal methods for obtaining surface images. The
method has been very widespread for a long time in
microscopic and nondestructive studies of semiconductors
[551], metals [552±555], and optical materials [556]. PDS, in
particular, is used for immunological studies with the
isolation of a stained antigen±antibody complex on the
surface of a solid substrate and subsequent photothermal
detection of adsorption on the surface [557±559]. PDS was
used to study optical absorption spectra of thin SnO films
with the focus on bandgaps that exhibit a stable increase in
intensity in the visible-light and IR range and a decrease in the
UV range with an increase in the substrate temperature. It is
believed that these trends are associated with the emergence
of secondary phases caused by disproportionation [50]. A
frequency-dependent turbulence model was used to deter-
mine the noise level as a function of themodulation frequency
of 5±5000 Hz for a probe beam at several distances from the
sample [560].

An ATR-IR-PDS method was proposed, which is based
on the use of an excitation laser in the mid-IR range and a
probe laser in the visible range [85, 561, 562]. The principle of
the method is displayed in Fig. 18. The method combines the
advantages of ATR-IR spectroscopy (the ability to analyze
near-surface absorption and aqueous solutions and biologi-
cal tissues without sample preparation) and PDS (inexpen-
sive probe lasers and the ability to separately measure
concentration and thermal characteristics of the sample).
Compared to ATR-IR spectroscopy, ATR-IR-PDS makes it
possible to explore deeper penetration depths (determined by
the thermal diffusivity of the sample), which enhances the
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measurement sensitivity. The capabilities of the method have
been demonstrated in the analysis of human skin for glucose
without sample preparation. A correlation has been shown
between the glucose content in the epidermis and the blood of
patients with type 1 diabetes [561]. Similar to most existing
problems of IR spectroscopy, the authors of [561] recom-
mended using chemometric models, in particular, principal
component analysis and partial least-squares (PLS) regres-
sion.

8. Biomedical applications of photothermal
and optoacoustic spectroscopy

Conventional absorption spectroscopy in biomedicine
includes transmission spectroscopy (spectrophotometry),
reflection spectroscopy, and laser spectroscopy, which are
most often used to measure the light absorption of hemoglo-
bin-saturated blood or tissues [563, 564]. For a long time,
these methods have been themain techniques employed in the
study of biological system components (proteins, especially

heme proteins) and associated diseases and pathologies.
However, with the emergence of alternative methods
(primarily fluorescence spectroscopy) capable of performing
in vivo analysis, especially in flow, the role and importance of
absorption spectroscopy has decreased [565].

The introduction of photothermal and optoacoustic
methods made is possible to significantly expand the range
of biomedical problems in spectroscopy, primarily absorp-
tion spectroscopy, in terms of both measurement sensitivity
and spectral resolution [5, 107, 171, 566]. The advantages of
PTS/OAS are that, unlike fluorescence microscopy and
spectroscopy, these techniques can be used without fluor-
ophores or contrast media, agents or substances that can
break down, metabolize, or affect the sample properties [96,
113, 567]. The advantages of photothermal and optoacoustic
spectroscopy for biomedical applications can be summarized
as follows:

(1) real-time monitoring using multisignal and multi-
spectral data [568];

(2) the ability to distinguish the light absorption of
molecules and nanosized objects from a natural (biological
or physiological) background [96, 171, 172, 569, 570];

(3) the ability to determine light absorption and the
thermophysical properties of substances and to carry out
depth profiling also against the background, including back-
ground light absorption of natural origin [569, 571];

(4) high measurement sensitivity, which makes it possible
to handle small amounts of toxic substances while not
requiring expensive reagents.

Microspectroscopic PTS and OAS applications are
considered in Section 3, and the mechanisms of reactions
of biologically active substances are discussed in Sections 5
and 6. Sections 8.1±8.4 present applications related to the
determination of thermophysical and optical parameters and
implementation of photothermal and optoacoustic diagnos-
tics and theranostics.

8.1 Thermophysical parameters of biological systems
Interest in the thermophysical properties of biological
systems, living organisms, and tissues is constantly growing.
For example, thermophysical properties can be used as an
effective tool for analyzing the conformational dynamics of
proteins [572]. The distinction between energy and heat flows
in proteins is the key to understanding how the optimum
temperature is maintained in biological systems. Determining
the mechanisms that control efficient and fast dissipation and
energy transfer makes it possible to understand the complex
biological processes that regulate the vital functions of
organisms [573]. Modeling human and animal tissues for
medical purposes, in particular, conducting radiofrequency
ablation of the heart, interstitial operations using microwave
instruments, etc., requires solving heat transfer equations,
which include the thermal diffusivity and specific heat of the
medium. In many cases, the values of these coefficients are
also calculated, while experimental data can be a much more
accurate tool for building models.

Another developing area of medicine that requires the
determination of thermophysical parameters is therapy using
nanomaterials, on the basis of which complex approaches are
being developed, primarily theranostics. A typical example is
the use of single-walled carbon nanotubes as amaterial for the
selective destruction of cancer cells. Therapy and theranostics
often require models of heat transfer and dissipation into cells
with nanomaterials introduced [574].
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Studies of various types of materials, including those
discussed in Section 4, show that PTS and OAS make it
possible to determine the required experimental thermophy-
sical parameters of target biomedical materials in a wide
range of substances, concentrations, and sample volumes.
Some examples of the use of photothermal spectroscopy for
determining thermophysical parameters and detecting var-
ious biomolecules are given in Table 2. PTS and OAS solve
simultaneously several problems: determining the compo-
nent, describing its thermophysical parameters and obser-
ving conformational dynamics in various processes. Themain
parameter to be determined is the thermal diffusivity, and the
main task is the quantitative description of the sample [458,
575±578]. For example, study [579] examined denaturation of
hemoglobin, albumin, and human blood plasma. The
temperature behavior of the temperature diffusivity coeffi-
cient depends on the specific area, unambiguously indicating
the onset of denaturation. The data correlate with those
obtained by other methods (e.g., differential scanning
calorimetry) that describe conformational changes in sam-
ples. Optoacoustic spectroscopy was used as a cell diagnostics
method [580]. Studies of the thermophysical parameters of
biomolecules along with a lack of comprehensive data
confirm the necessity to create a platform for the simulta-
neous quantitative and thermophysical description of such
systems.

8.2 Optical parameters and quantitative measurements
More numerous are examples when PTS andOAS are used to
determine the optical and spectral parameters of biological
systems and for highly sensitive biomedical analysis (cells,
biological fluids, tissues). These objects, as a rule, are studied
using photothermal microscopy and optoacoustic microspec-
troscopy, while components and microcomponents (down to
single molecules) are studied using both fast photothermal
spectroscopy in the time domain and thermal lens spectro-
metry. Optoacoustic spectroscopy is used to describe micro-
biological objects (cells and tissues). For example, a model
was developed [105] for determining cell components and
various NPs in biological fluids.

Photothermal spectroscopy, especially TLS, is used to
obtain protein absorption spectra as a sensitive method for
quantifying the concentration parameters of proteins in
solutions and, as discussed above, for monitoring photo-
chemical reactions [96, 170, 581]. TLS was used to determine
various species of hemoglobin, and, for all the studied species,
the thermooptical response linearly depends on the laser
radiation power in the range of 1±50 mW [575]. The accuracy
of measurements of thermal lens absorption spectra of some
heme proteins is suitable for studying both solutions and the
composition of cell components [170]. The effect of medium
change on the thermal lens signal has been described, which
clearly indicates the expediency of using certain substances as

a modifier (e.g., polyethylene glycol) [582]. The limits of
detection of hemoglobin species are at the level of nanomolar
concentrations [94].

TLS was used combined with other methods to separate
and determine biological object components. For example,
the combined use of TLS and high-performance liquid
chromatography makes it possible to determine several
nanomoles of bilirubin formed during the cleavage of heme
proteins [577, 578], bilirubin, and biliverdin that are simulta-
neously present [458]. PTS and OAS were used to detect
endogenous and exogenous antioxidants in biological fluids
and endothelial vascular cells, to determine biomarkers of
cardiovascular and oncological diseases, and antibodies and
viruses, and to characterize multilayer biomedical aerogels
consisting of a drug and a natural polymer using photo-
thermal microscopy and its combination with liquid chroma-
tography [16, 458, 577, 583].

One of the methods of photothermal radiometryÐ
optothermal transient emission radiometry (OTTER)Ðwas
created specifically for noninvasive and contactless registra-
tion of absorption spectra of any complex surfaces,
including human skin and complex technological samples
[14, 584]. The most common tasks of OTTER are to
quantify water and its distribution in the skin and to obtain
information on the concentration of a solvent or drug
directly in the skin. Mathematical models have been
developed to reliably establish the distribution of water in
the stratum corneum and the depth profiles of water or
another solvent (e.g., ethylene glycol) in the stratum
corneum [14, 585±587]. OTTER satisfies the main require-
ments for in vivo diagnostics: (1) fast response (registration
of a spectrum takes about 15 min), (2) a nondestructive
character, (3) a noninvasive nature, (4) an insignificant
increase in the temperature of the skin area under study
(< 1 �C), (5) a contactless nature, and (6) insensitivity to
sample displacements and irregularities.

Pulsed PTR is used together with diffuse reflectance
spectroscopy as complementary methods for studying sur-
faces, including biological objects: PTR measures the
dynamics of processes on the sample surface after interaction
with a mid-IR range light pulse, and, in relation to this, PTR
is also used to study the optical properties of human skin,
including in combination with other methods [588±591]. PTR
is sensitive to the depth distribution of chromophores, while
diffuse reflectance spectroscopy provides information over a
wide range of wavelengths in the visible range and thus
distinguishes between several chromophores. The instru-
ments for both methods are independent of each other, but
the received signals are processed together [588].

Thus, photothermal and optoacoustic spectroscopy make
it possible to analyze and characterize biological objects at
both the microlevel and the macrolevel and provide new
opportunities for both studying basic biological processes

Table 2. Some parameters and conditions for the use of thermal lens spectrometry for quantitative determination of biologically active compounds.

Target compound Parameters of excitation radiation References

l, nm Power, mW

Hemoglobin species in solution
Bilirubin in solution
Bilirubin in the presence of biliverdin in endothelial cells
Bilirubin in plasma
Bilirubin in the presence of biliverdin

488.0; 514.5
476
457.9
457.9
407

1 ë 120
120
130
130
115

[575]
[576]
[577]
[578]
[458]
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and solving practical problems of clinical laboratory diag-
nostics and therapy.

8.3 Photothermal and optoacoustic flow cytometry
Flow cytometry, a method that is operative at the sub-cellular
and molecular levels, is based on measuring the response of
living cells to a short-term laser pulse. The most common
detection methods employed in flow cytometry are light
scattering and laser-induced fluorescence of antibodies
related to fluorescent dyes [592]. However, flow cytometry
has some limitations; most importantly, this is an in vitro
method and its adaptation to in vivo cell monitoring in some
blood vessels is a challenging problem. One of the problems is
light scattering by the skin, vessel walls, and artifacts,
autofluorescence of the skin and vessel walls, and light
absorption by blood and surrounding tissues. The fluores-
cence methods used in animal models have shown the ability
to detect labeled hematopoietic stem cells or circulating
tumor cells. However, the cytotoxicity of fluorescent tags
and the difficulty of assessing only surface microvessels with a
diameter of 50±100 mm at low flow rates and a depth of less
than 200 mm are significant problems.

To overcome these limitations, in vivo flow cytometry
using optoacoustic and photothermal methods has been
employed [593, 594]. PTS detects in a noninvasive way
unlabeled biomolecules at a level comparable to that of the
detection that uses fluorescent labels [506, 595]. An increase in
the photothermal temperature by 0:1ÿ0:5 �C at a low fluence
of laser radiation (5±20 mJ cmÿ2) is below the laser safety
standards (30±100 mJ cmÿ2) in the optical range [7]. The
method is used for nondestructive control of living cells and
control of selective photothermolysis in DNA studies.
Methods based on the integration of in vivo optoacoustic
flow cytometry and photothermal theranostics for early
diagnosis and therapy of malignant neoplasms and infec-
tious and cardiovascular diseases have been presented. These
methods make it possible to detect and destroy cancer cells
circulating in blood, bacteria, and blood clots at the early
stages of the disease [96, 99,171, 511, 512, 594, 596±604].

8.4 Photothermal therapy, theranostics, and drug delivery
The problems of modern photothermal spectroscopy and
photothermal imaging in vivo are closely related to laser
therapy, theranostics, and drug delivery schemes. The
concept of photothermal therapy and theranostics was
actually first proposed as a variant of the implementation of
the photothermal effect without contrast agents [605] and
with NPs as photothermal contrast agents [606±611]. Later,
photothermal imaging was transformed into laser diagnostics
and therapy, which use agents that strongly absorb electro-
magnetic radiation, for diagnostics and detection of target
objects or cells in vivo, and then for destroying malignant cells
by means of radiationless heating using photothermal
phenomena.

Photothermal therapy using nanoparticles is a highly
selective and cost-effective method of treating cancer alone
or in combination with other therapies such as radiation
therapy or chemotherapy [612±619]. The future application of
this method mainly depends on the development and
synthesis of new multifunctional NPs that could overcome
existing shortcomings such as limited penetration depth and
lack of therapy control.

Photothermal theranostics is usually carried out using
contrast agents, noble metal NPs, semiconductor and carbon

nanomaterials, and organic (supramolecular) complexes and
vesicles [22, 620±622]. In carrying out photothermal therapy,
a temperature of lesions at a level of 42ÿ45 �C or even higher
is usually achieved. This temperature destroys cancer cells,
but also increases damage to normal tissues near the affected
area due to thermal conduction, and thus causes a larger
number of side effects and deteriorates therapeutic accuracy.
Study [623] used NdVO4 NPs with a size of 2.4 nm in vivo,
which are capable of local heating of tissues upon excitation
with l�808 nm, while simultaneously providing deep pene-
tration for IR fluorescence imaging [623]. The study [624]
used carbon composites of rare-earth NPs based on
NaLuF4:Yb and Er@NaLuF4 with temperature feedback
conversion combined with a photothermal material for real-
time monitoring of changes in the microobject temperature.
The local temperature of the photothermal material under
illumination is high enough to destroy cancer cells, but too
low to damage healthy tissue. Based on this phenomenon,
photothermal ablation of a labeled tumor with a high spatial
resolution is additionally implemented with minimal damage
to normal tissues in vivo.

Review [612] presents approaches to the development of
nanotechnological platforms for the targeted delivery of
photosensitive agents that provide a local increase in
temperature in vivo upon irradiation, leading to thermal
ablation. An advantage of such nanopreparations is their
multifunctionality, since they can provide targeted delivery,
feature photosensitivity, and are combinations of chemother-
apeutic and anticancer substances. Information is presented
on preclinical studies of multimodal photothermal therapy
for colorectal cancer, with an emphasis on potential clinical
applications in awide range of electromagnetic radiation with
a wavelength of 700 to 2000 nm.

Theranostic methods, which are under development, are
based on the use of nanostructured particles in combination
with state-of-the-art methods of preclinical and clinical
studies (magnetic resonance imaging, fluorescence tomogra-
phy, optoacoustic flow cytometry and tomography, and
optical coherence tomography) to create drug delivery
schemes that combine navigation, imaging, in vivo monitor-
ing of biochemical processes, and remotely activated release
of bioactive substances in vivo, depending on the patient's
condition. The possibility of using laser skin perforation to
provide transdermal delivery of nanostructured theranostic
objects has been demonstrated [530, 625].

In one of the most recent papers, optoacoustic wave
generation was used in a thermoelastic material exposed to a
short laser pulse to create temporary mechanical deforma-
tions of the cell membrane and facilitate the delivery of
plasmid DNA into cells. This mechanism made it possible to
perform optoacoustic transfection of a plasmid DNA labeled
with a green fluorescent protein (gWizGFP, 3.74MDa) into a
monkey COS-7 fibroblast cells with an efficiency of 5%
(20 �C) in 10 min. It is noted that optoacoustic transfection
is a scalable and quite simple procedure and allows localiza-
tion in nuclei, while the dosage is easily controlled by the
excitation radiation parameters [626].

9. Problems and prospects

Based on the above, it may be concluded that the methods of
photothermal and optoacoustic spectroscopy are currently
being developed in many directions (Fig. 19), all of which are
based on five main features of the method, which we outlined
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in the introduction, namely: (1) a high sensitivity of measure-
ments; (2) the possibility of simultaneous nondestructive
determination of the optical and thermophysical parameters
of the object under study; (3) a wide spectral range; (4) high
spatial resolution, and (5) a wide range of objects, including
those with a complex geometry and/or composition and
undergoing dynamical changes.

The classification and structuring of the entire vast array
of studies in the field considered in this review are fairly
complex tasks. As a result, we divided all publications into
five groups (see Fig. 19) related to problems or objects: basic
research on photothermal, optoacoustic, and related phe-
nomena and activities in the field of practical methodology of
PTS and OAS, as well as their application in the biomedical
sciences, materials science, chemistry, and geosciences. Not
all tasks are equally developed, but there are significant
advances in all twenty directions (see Fig. 19).

Biomedical topics have undoubtedly become dominant in
recent years. Their main areasÐmethods of diagnostics and
cytometry, visualization, microspectroscopy and tomogra-
phy, and photothermal therapy and theranosticsÐare
discussed in several sections of the review from the perspec-
tive of both basic and applied problems, in particular, topical
medical problems. No less important are the applications of

materials science, which are solved using photothermal and
optoacoustic spectroscopy: first of all, this is the development
of nondestructive testing and control methods (including IR
thermography) and studies of target materials, such as
semiconductors and electronic, photonic, and optical materi-
als, as well as thin films.

In the basic research on photothermal and optoacoustic
phenomena, in addition to the development of the general
theory of photothermal and optoacoustic effects, to which a
significant proportion of studies is devoted, attention is
increasingly focused on the description of surface phenom-
ena, dynamics, and the equilibrium state of thermal phenom-
ena for nanoscale processes and nanostructures and ultrafast
processes. Theoretical and basic research is almost always
accompanied by applied and instrumental development of
measurement and data processing methodology. In this
relation, it is of importance to develop microscopy, visualiza-
tion, imaging and microspectroscopy, tomography, and
depth profiling and multispectral, full-spectrum, and, in the
future, hyperspectral methods.

Finally, in the field of chemical and Earth sciences, in
addition to the already established areas of developmentÐ
atmospheric monitoring, analytical and physical chemis-
tryÐmicrofluidic technologies are being introduced, and a
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Figure 19.Main areas of the development of photothermal and optoacoustic spectroscopy.
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renaissance of research in the field of photochemistry is
observed. Important areas are the development of methods
for the joint study of thermophysical and fluorescent proper-
ties and the use of PTS and OAS in industry, the study of
environmental samples, and solving problems of agriculture
and land use.

In accordance with this classification, problems in
developing the methods considered in the review are
discussed in Sections 9.1±9.4. Some of them, apparently, are
currently being solved as this field is developed, some are due
to the complexity of introducing new methods (e.g., for
chemical sciences and geosciences) in the already existing
practice, and some are associated with unsolved problems of
theory and experiment.

9.1 Theory and methodology
Despite the large number of papers devoted to studying
complex objects by means of photothermal spectroscopy, a
generalized theory is still lacking that could describe photo-
thermal phenomena, including experimentally observed
patterns, in complex heterogeneous media. Moreover, the
photothermal methods are developed to some extent sepa-
rately, and this circumstance hinders the joint use of data
from different methods and often represents both a theore-
tical and a methodological issue. Further improvement in the
methodology of the photothermal studies of complex objects
will require solving the following problems.

(1) In many photothermal methods, the theory refers
either to homogeneous media or to a single nanoscale object
[1]. Thus, it is necessary either to develop a theory of
photothermal signal generation in complex objects [24, 115,
213±215, 409±413] or to refine and generalize existing
theories. This task is especially important for slow methods
based on an ensemble of particles, such as TLS and PDS,
which encounter a wide range of problems precisely in the
comprehensive description of equilibria in complex objects.

(2) Planning the experiment also requires taking into
account factors related both to the features of the objects
and to the possible operatingmodes of the instruments, which
should provide both time-resolved and steady-state measure-
ments. For TLS, minimal changes are required, while
significant efforts are needed to have other photothermal
methods adapted.

9.2 Instrumentation
As was mentioned above, a clear trend has been witnessed
recently towards the development of commercial instruments.
Simultaneously, commercial instruments are increasingly
widely used to implement both optoacoustic methods,
primarily as instruments for tomography and multispectral
tomography, and photothermal methods, as well as micro-
scopic, optical, and probe-based methods. In addition, in the
last 3±5 years, a number of papers have been published in
which photothermal and optoacoustic instruments are con-
sidered precisely as prototypes of commercial ones [627±632],
i.e., not only are their principles of operation published, but
so are options for software and hardware implementation.
Nevertheless, there is currently a problem related primarily to
photothermal methods, which is the lack of standardized
instruments; it is typical of all types of problems for which
photothermal spectroscopy is used. In our opinion, the
following problems should be solved in this area.

(1) One of the key issues is the unification of photo-
thermal instruments. Although several companies, industrial

applications, and prototypes are available on the market,
many authors create home-made photothermal instruments
on a one-time basis for specific research purposes. This yields
apparatuses that are hardly compatible, even if based on
the same principle, which in turn leads to the absence of
standard samples for measurements and detailed data on
the error curves of instruments and techniques of photo-
thermal research.

(2) It is probably necessary to create specialized facilities
for certain tasks, since measurements and analysis of complex
objects require choosing the measurement time, concentra-
tion, and excitation power. In particular, many methods that
are used specifically for solid samples (PDS and PTR) require
special cells for liquid media.

(3) Significant progress in the development of photother-
mal methods inmany industries and research already requires
special initiative consortium projects. They are fairly actively
implemented in the European Union and the USA for the
most important technologies that have yet obtained support
frommajor companies, with the purpose of creating a market
for photothermal instruments and generating demand.

The area under consideration has already witnessed an
important precedentÐa boom in optoacoustic tomography
andMSOT [29±33, 84, 132±139, 151, 154]. In fact, after more
than a decade of development, the efforts of researchers
and developers, who have correctly invested in innovative
projects, and relatively small commercial companies have
resulted in steady progress in both creating commercial
equipment and solving practical problems of preclinical and
clinical laboratory diagnostics, which are introduced into
practical medicine. Despite the complexity of such methodo-
logical, instrumental, and data processing problems [633],
they are solvable, and the creation of commercial instruments
is certainly necessary for photothermal spectroscopy as well.

Regarding the development of instruments and metho-
dology, it is worth mentioning another important feature of
photothermal measurements: their multisignal nature. In our
opinion, an interesting task is to create a hardware/software
basis and methodology for the simultaneous measurement of
not only the main (photothermal) but also luminescent and
photometric signals, as well as light scattering and, even-
tually, measurement of particle size (at least obtaining an
estimate) (Fig. 20) to extract the maximum amount of
information from the sample under study. First and fore-
most, this refers to combined photothermal and/or opto-
acoustic and luminescent measurements [634]. Examples of
simultaneous detection already exist [482, 635, 636]; however,
for photothermal spectroscopy, the optimum characteristics
of such an instrument (geometric and energy), which provide
high sensitivity of both photothermal and fluorescence
detection, have not yet been established. The performance
parameters of the determination and parameters (of both
substances, e.g., quantum yield, and the object as a whole,
e.g., optical and thermal parameters of the medium) that
affect the accuracy and precision of measurements are not
considered.

Spatial resolution. In biomedical research, in particular
optoacoustic microspectroscopy, the entire scale of spatial
resolutions actually has already been demonstrated: it ranges
from mesoscopy to nanoscopy and from the molecular to the
nanostructural level. In the case of photothermal spectro-
scopy, the methodology of nanoscopy and detection of single
molecules is being developed, moreover, simultaneously in
several directions, including optical confocal, correlation,
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and probe spectroscopy. The latter technique is the most in
demand, since it is operative in the IR range with an obviously
higher diffraction limit than that in the visible range. Being a
microspectroscopy method, photothermal probe spectro-
scopy provides high resolution imaging and mapping [245,
246, 637]. So far, reliable results have not been obtained for all
objects, but this, in our opinion, is a methodological rather
than an instrumental or technical problem, and a further
increase in the spatial resolution of photothermal microscopy
can be expected.

Multispectral analysis. As we discussed above, single-
wavelength measurements are and will remain in demand
for years to come in both photothermal and optoacoustic
spectroscopy due to their relevance to many tasks (thermo-
physical measurements of materials, detection, determination
and mapping of specific target substances in biomedicine,
etc.). However, due to the versatile application and general
extension of the capabilities of the methods under considera-
tion, an increase in the number of operating wavelengths is
becoming urgent in most photothermal and optoacoustic
instruments. In addition to the most characteristic example
of MSOT [134, 135, 141, 159, 160, 638±640], multispectral
measurements are involved in solving almost all problems [94,
172, 180, 512, 641]. This trend, as was noted, is very similar to
the situation with the development of multispectral methods
in fluorescence microspectroscopy and Raman microspectro-
scopy, where single-wavelength measurements are no longer
predominant, and instruments can perform two-wavelength
(RGB) ormultiwavelengthmeasurements. As a result, this led
to a breakthrough in the capabilities of fluorescence and
Raman spectroscopies, which logically culminated in the
development of hyperspectral methods [155, 176, 177].
There can hardly be any doubt that optoacoustic and
photothermal methods will follow the same path.

Another option for the development of multispectral
measurements is the use of continuous spectrum sources,
tunable lasers, IR sources, or white light, as is the case in
spectrophotometry and IR spectroscopy. The key problems
here, which are quite obvious so far, are associated with
scanning versions of photothermal measurements, which
hinder rapid measurements of spectra in a wide range or
with high resolution, especially when detection in a flow or of
intermediate products is needed. In addition, there are a
number of methodological and applied features, due to
which photothermal spectroscopy with continuous spectra is
little used, although technical difficulties have largely been
overcome.

Compact instruments. The use of non-laser sources, in
addition to multispectral measurements, has another impor-
tant feature. Despite the use of compact lasers, the optical
schemes of photothermal instruments with laser sources are
still far from the concept of compact, portable, or mobile

devices. However, the capabilities of photothermal methods
in a compact version are attractive [180, 627, 628, 642]. From
this point of view, in our opinion, `slow' photothermal
methods, such as TLS, PDS, or PTR, have the greatest
potential. Their implementation in the form of compact
setups will make it possible to use all the capabilities of
molecular spectroscopy in chemical analysis (field analysis)
and rapid tests in nondestructive testing combined with high-
sensitivity photometric detection. Consequently, simple and
convenient protocols of measurement can be developed for
both solid phases and solutions. Such a strategy has been
successful in thermal lens spectrometry [643].

9.3 Biomedical problems
In Sections 3±8, we discussed in detail the capabilities and
achievements of and prospects for the development of
photothermal and optoacoustic spectroscopy intended for
biomedical problems. Actually, it is now one of the most
developed and at the same time rapidly developing areas.
Nevertheless, an analysis of the literature and comparison of
studies related to various types of objects require noting
several problems in this area as well.

The focus of optoacoustic spectroscopy and tomography
on complex real living systems is apparent, but in some cases
these methods are also in demand for solving problems of
biomaterials science. In particular, studies in biotechnology
and bioengineering, in which it is necessary to determine the
optical and thermal characteristics of objects, and in the
developing `organ-on-a-chip' field of research are yet fairly
infrequent. In addition, at the molecular structural level, data
on the thermophysical parameters of biomolecules (primarily
proteins and lipids), where the significance of photothermal
and optoacoustic spectroscopy is beyond doubt, are still
insufficient.

Both existing studies of biological systems and those not
yet implemented confirm the need to create ex vivo/ex situ
platforms for the simultaneous determination of the quanti-
tative composition and thermophysical parameters. Indeed,
in assessing the toxicity, biocompatibility, and biotoxicity of
drugs and nanoparticles, there is often a discrepancy between
in vivo studies and preclinical in vitro trials. This is due to the
fact that, at the stages of in vitro research, e.g., high doses and
short times of irradiation/exposure to external factors are
used due to the difficulties of maintaining living systems. This
problem is relevant for optical and radiological diagnostics,
laser therapy, theranostics, and the concept of targeted drug
delivery.

On the other hand, in testing and studying nanomaterials
themselves in applied problems (catalysis, preconcentration),
it is necessary to prepare nanoparticles with certain properties
and study these properties in situ. Such analysis or testing
should include carrying out quite varied tasks: determining
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nephelometric signal

Analysis of particle
size

Multisignal
photothermal
spectrometer

Thermal lens signal

Photometric or
turbidimetric signal

Figure 20.Main channels and the signals that can in principle be used to obtain information on photothermal studies (using as an example a thermal-lens

spectrometer).
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the chemical composition of the obtained particles (conceived
as a substance or compound) and studyingmaterials based on
them. This requires clarifying the characteristic size, studying
the physical and chemical properties, and assessing the impact
of various chemical and physical factors. Exactly the same
ideology and methodology are in demand in the case of
analysis or testing of nanomaterials, when the substance
under study is separated, concentrated, and immobilized (or
fixed in the case of NPs, cells, etc.) to study the properties
under the conditions most advantageous for the researcher.

Lately, there has been a convergence of problems of both
types. In particular, it has been shown that complexes of
proteins with lipids exhibit the properties of nanoparticles
and nanotubes; the possibilities of medical application of
carbon nanoparticles in the form of complexes with proteins
are considered; many issues of photodynamic therapy and
problems of apoptosis are associated with the dispersed
properties of natural systems; and polymer-modified media
are a key feature of protein crystallization, in virology, etc.

Thus, both for biological objects and for technological
nanomaterials, complex methods of analysis and diagnostics
should be developed, and sufficiently versatile (structured)
media suitable for the analysis and testing of complex objects
should be used [644]. Such a methodology (platform) for the
analysis and testing of biological and nanomaterials should
ensure the convenience, reliability, and reproducibility of
operations with various materials at the level of trace
amounts and concentrations of analytes in vitro/in situ, and
on the other hand, include a fairly wide range of methods of
analysis and research. Such a platform should also support
research, on the one hand, in sufficiently thin layers to obtain
primary information, and, on the other hand, in materials
with a 3D structure that simulates a real system. In addition,
both the immobilization of NPs and their rather soft fixation
are necessary to reproduce as accurately as possible condi-
tions for the existence of the objects under study in real
systems. Similar systems can be created using water-soluble
polymers, thin polymer layers, and hydrogels that model
various components of real biological and technological
systems [645±647]. The relevance of suchlike research is
evidenced by a large number of research papers and surveys
in the area under consideration [648, 649]. Apparently, these
platforms are fairly independent of the measurement method,
but both in concept and in measurement capabilities they are
certainly complementary to most photothermal and opto-
acoustic methods.

9.4 Materials science and chemical sciences
Similar to the case of biomedical problems, it is fairly
apparent that the determination of the properties of materi-
als is one of the main avenues in the development of
photothermal and optoacoustic spectroscopy. In the near
future, it is natural to expect an increase in the number of
studies related both to the development of methods and to
their application to various objects. Interestingly, in the last
five to seven years, studies related to the assessment of the
thermophysical parameters of materials in non-destructive
testing have already been using the methods of photothermal,
optoacoustic, and complex diagnostics as fairly standard and
routine measurements.

However, not all problems in this area have been solved so
far. As was mentioned in Section 9.2, there is a need for
standardization and unification of measurements, as well as
the development of methodological approaches and universal

platforms for testing complex objects. In addition, the
trueness and accuracy of photothermal measurements has
not yet been ensured for all problems, which often hinders the
wider dissemination of the methods under consideration.

Thus, one can expect an increase in the number of studies
devoted to the application of photothermal and optoacoustic
spectroscopy for new materials [650, 651]. Now, carbon
nanomaterials can be cited as a typical example [287, 526,
652±654], but the application of photothermal and opto-
acoustic spectroscopy can be expanded and extended to
other problems associated with the use of additive technolo-
gies, single-layer materials, photonic crystals, and phononic
materials.

Analytical chemistry. The number of objects and tasks of
chemical analysis is constantly growing, and the number of
methods for sample preparation and analysis is increasing as
well. As a result, the selection of sample preparation and
analysis method depends on a very large number of factors.
The researcher should take into account the requirements for
the correctness and precision of the analysis, the cost of
instruments and the analysis itself, the qualifications of
personnel, the scale and rapidity of analysis, etc., as well as
the availability of regulatory documents and the current
capabilities of commercially available instruments with
certain operating characteristics offered by manufacturers.

In view of the above requirements, the role of photo-
thermal and optoacoustic spectroscopy in analytical chem-
istry is ambiguous: due to the absence of analytical instru-
ments and, as a result, the absence of fully developed and
certified procedures and reference materials, these methods
are less competitive than spectrofluorimetry, liquid chroma-
tography, and electrochemical methods. Moreover, the
exploitation in the past of, in fact, the only parameterÐ
sensitivity, considered the most important analytical char-
acteristic of PTS/OAS for all test substances, including metal
ions, where it is difficult to compete with the atomic spectro-
scopy methodsÐwas quite erroneous. Such a bias in the
development of other chemical-analysis methods resulted in
the absence of a niche for photothermal and optoacoustic
spectroscopy, despite interesting methodological develop-
ments in the analysis of complex mixtures and detection in
chromatography [458, 655±657]. In fact, analytical photo-
thermal and optoacousticmethods of significance for practice
only began to appear after the concepts of microfluidic chips
and microspectroscopic analysis of small amounts of biolo-
gically active compounds had been created.

Now, in our opinion, another not entirely positive trend is
forming: a breakthrough in the field of biomedical topics,
it might seem, urgently requires a direct combination of
physical principles and theories with biomedical problems.
However, practice shows that such a statement of the
problem, which actually excludes the methodology of
chemical measurements as a connecting link, is not fully
justified. In addition to skipping such a link, as we discussed
above (in vitro, ex vivo/ex situ, in vivo/in situ), neglecting the
chemistry of the interaction is fraught with the loss of both the
trueness and accuracy of measurements, since it is precisely
the stages of sample preparation or derivatization that
primarily contribute to the bias and random errors of the
entire measurement cycle. Finally, it is incorrect to disregard
the developed methodology of chemical analytical methods
of molecular absorption spectroscopy. Selective derivatiza-
tion, background masking, chemical signal amplification,
orthogonal reactionsÐall this can ensure significant gains
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in areas that are not formally related to analytical chemistry
but are associated with the determination of optical, con-
centrational, and size parameters using photothermal and
optoacoustic measurements.

We discussed above possible ways to solve problems
associated with instruments and methodology. It should be
emphasized that activities are also needed for metrological
support for photothermal and optoacoustic measurements
based on modern requirements: the concept of measurement
traceability and uncertainty (ISO/IEC 17025-2019 and the
ISO 5725 series) and experiment design. For the most
commonly usedmethod±task links, it is probably necessary to
calculate the uncertainty budget, since, for a mature method,
and even more so when a method is introduced into testing
practice, the number of factors in the uncertainty budget
increases, the proportion of type A factors increases, and the
overall accuracy class is enhanced. An assessment of the
measurement uncertainty will make it possible to show the
areas of applied sciences in which photothermal spectroscopy
is really in demand, taking into account the fact that
commercially produced instruments are already available.

From the perspective of practical, `purely' chemical
problems of photothermal and optoacoustic spectroscopy, it
can be predicted that those techniques will be in demand that
offer two or more channels for the simultaneous collection of
information about the sample without sample preparation,
e.g., spectral information or simultaneous detection of light
absorption and luminescence or light scattering. Currently,
this refers primarily to biological samples, but in the nearest
future the emergence of methods designed for the analysis of
complex natural samples or microspectroscopy should be
expected. Today, the methodology of applied measurements
is not sufficiently developed.

It can be asserted in conclusion that, owing to the complex
and multisignal nature of photothermal and optoacoustic
spectroscopy methods, they are a very valuable and flexible
tool. Even interfering factors (foreign chemical components,
the influence of thermophysical parameters and particle size
of the dispersed phase, the competitive nature of fluorescence,
thermal effects of reactions, etc.) can be turned into
advantages of new methods of chemical analysis and applied
chemistry. We presented above fairly many examples of such
multisignal solutions and their successful implementation.
Moreover, most of these works are focused on research not
only in chemistry but also in other fields of application of
photothermal and optoacoustic spectroscopy.

This study was financially supported by the Russian
Foundation for Basic Research as part of scientific project
no. 19-13-50278 (`Expansion' 2019).

10. Glossary

Probe laser is, in photothermal spectroscopy, a laser whose
radiation passes through the thermal perturbation region
(thermooptical element), and the change in this radiation is
used to make conclusions regarding light absorption or
thermal parameters of the sample.

Excitation source is, in photothermal spectroscopy, a source of
electromagnetic radiation (usually a laser), which is absorbed
by a sample and causes photothermal effects.

Molecular thermal spectroscopy is a set of spectroscopy
methods that combine the capabilities of optical spectro-

scopy or IR spectroscopy (providing information about
electromagnetic spectra and the quantitative chemical com-
position of a test sample) and thermal spectroscopy.

Optoacoustic (photoacoustic) spectroscopy is a subgroup of
methods of photothermoacoustic spectroscopy, whichmeasure
density waves (acoustic waves) caused by an electromagnetic
pulse and thermal expansion of the sample during the
absorption of electromagnetic radiation by its components
(atoms, crystal lattice sites, molecules, supramolecular struc-
tures, nanoparticles, etc.) leading to local heating of the
sample and subsequent nonradiative relaxation. The change
in pressure is recorded using a microphone or a piezoelectric
transducer.

Thermal spectroscopy is a set of spectroscopic methods that
provide diagnostics and analysis of materials based on the
change in the optical spectra of probe radiation due to
changes in the thermophysical parameters of a test sample
with temperature change. If the source of heating is the
photothermal effect, the corresponding subgroup of thermal
spectroscopy is referred to as photothermal spectroscopy.

Photothermal deflection (thermal deflection, mirage effect) is a
photothermal effect thatmanifests itself in the deflection of the
direction of propagation of the probe laser beam from the
direction parallel to the surface of a solid body irradiated by
the light of an excitation source under the action of a
photothermal element similar to a prism (thermal prism).
Thermal deflection is usually measured using a positional
(four-quadrant) optical detector.

Photothermal deflection spectroscopy (PDS, thermal deflec-
tion spectroscopy, or mirage spectroscopy) is a thermooptical
method of photothermal spectroscopy. The principle of the
method based on the photothermal deflection phenomenon
consists of irradiating a solid sample with a flat surface with
light from an excitation source with a certain frequency,
directed along the normal to the surface under study. Under
the effect of irradiation, the sample is heated; the extent of
heating depends on the local thermophysical properties of the
material in the irradiation region. In a liquid or gaseous
medium (most often air), which is in direct contact with the
test sample, due to its heating by the sample itself, a
photothermal element is formed. It acts like a prism (thermal
prism) on the radiation of a probe laser, which propagates
along the surface of the sample.

Thermal lens spectrometry is a thermooptical method of
photothermal spectroscopy, in which a thermal perturbation
causes the formation of a refractive index profile in an
isotropic medium that leads to the formation of a thermo-
optical element, the behavior of which is similar to that of a
diverging lens (photothermal lens). As a result of heating, a
spatial gradient of the refractive index is established. The
broadening of the laser beam on the resulting thermooptical
element is proportional to the absorption of the sample. The
use of TLS in light absorption measurements is based on the
fact that the optical power of a photothermal lens is directly
proportional to the absorbance of the object and, according
to the Bouguer±Lambert±Beer law, to the concentration and
absorption coefficient of the test compound. For quantitative
registration, dual-beam schemes are used in which a change in
the divergence of (low-power) radiation from a probe laser
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that has passed through a photothermal lens is measured.
TLS is most often used to determine the quantitative
composition of solutions and light absorption coefficients.

Thermooptical element is a spatial temperature perturbation
caused by the photothermal effect, which leads to a change in
the temperature-dependent thermophysical properties of a
sample and, as a result, to the formation of a refractive index
profile. In the first approximation, this profile can be
considered an analogue of an optical element (lens, prism,
mirror, diffraction grating, etc.).

Photothermal spectroscopy is a group ofmolecular absorption
spectroscopy methods based on the measurement of light
absorption by the regular thermal disturbance caused by it,
the photothermal effect. Photothermal spectroscopymethods,
which relate to thermal spectroscopy, depend on power (the
intensity of the excitation source radiation) and are based on
photothermal effects. As a result of heating and the photo-
thermal effect, a spatial gradient of the refractive index is
established. The broadening or deflection of the probe laser
beam on the element that emerges depends on the thermo-
physical parameters of the test sample and the concentrations
of its light-absorbing components.

Photothermal radiometry is a subgroup of photothermal
spectroscopy methods based on the direct detection of
thermal radiation caused by photothermal effects.

Thermooptical spectroscopy is a subgroup of photothermal
spectroscopy methods based on recording changes in the
optical properties of a sample upon excitation of a thermal
perturbation.

Photothermal microspectroscopy is a variant of photothermal
spectroscopy, in which the optical scheme of the instrument is
that of an optical microscope, while the main task is to obtain
spectral and quantitative information about the sample.

Photothermal microscopy is a variant of photothermal spectro-
scopy, in which the optical scheme of the instrument is that of
an optical microscope, while the main tasks are obtaining
spatial information about the absorption of the sample and
visualization of the spatial absorption profile.

Photothermal element is a spatial temperature perturbation
caused by the photothermal effect, which leads to a change in
the temperature-dependent thermophysical properties of the
sample (primarily, the thermal conductivity and density) and,
as a result, to the formation of a refractive index profile; this
profile can be considered in the first approximation an
analogue of an optical element (lens, prism, mirror, diffrac-
tion grating, etc.). In photothermal deflection spectroscopy, a
photothermal element is referred to as a thermal prism.

Photothermal effect (photothermal phenomenon) is the
name of any changes in temperature (thermal perturba-
tion) and the temperature-dependent physical parameters
of an object (density, refractive index, sound speed,
volume, shape, etc.) due to absorption of electromagnetic
radiation by the object. As a rule, electromagnetic radia-
tion lies in the optical or IR range. Photothermal effects are
understood both as the final (equilibrium or steady-state)
distribution of temperature and related phenomena (e.g.,

photothermal deflection spectroscopy) and the dynamics of
temperature propagation (thermal waves).
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